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gave Terrell, 2,840; *Breyer, 1.- of education are:
South Howard led 4-0 for four -arid Marshall
Sunday, Aug. 12
counties as eoatan
Congressman Fred Y7nc11,,mem- (e15; Blair 411; Wright 211, Reed
McCuiston, P. N. Blalock; Wood- Innings, Pine Bluff picked
up one assistant
The Murray cty council met for ber of the important Ways and 43.
Memorial Day at
with headquarters
at
lawn, J. L. Smith; Thompson. J. in the fifth, two in
There will be a singina at Dex- a short session last Friday
the
sixth.
and Murray. 'Mr. Williamson is to
night Means Committee in ,the House,
One 'Democratic candidate, Con- H. Dunn; White Oak, Jim Hart; scored four in the seventtraop
Salem August 16 ter Sunday afternoon of August and adjourned
two have charge of the cotton situation
after a few rain- was leading 2 to 1 for theabemo- gressman Glover
H. Cary, Second Kelly. G. V. Jones; Lynn Grove, J. walks and a single:suid Thurmans
,
12. The public is invited to at- utes in which claims were
in the counties and he comes here
allow- cratic nomination over former district, and four Republicans. John W. Myers; Pleasant Valley,
Memorial Day will be observed tend. A real music treat is prom- ed. John
triple to lead ,the rest.of the route. from Fulton
LowRyan. city attorney, former Governor, W. J. Fieds. W. Taylor First;
County.
Walter G. New- man Thompson. South Howard. I.
at Salem church. east of Murray. ised by the sponsor. Lee Denelson, spoke to the group
One hundred and ninety-seven
for a few min- With 355 of 496 precincts tabuleted ton, Second, J. Lincoln
Newhall, H. Guthrie; Chestnut Grove, ,Clay
Thursday. August 'ic. ' Everyone who extends a special invitation utes
Elliott county potiltrymen who had applied
in regard to the progress of Vinson had 17, 821; Plelas.1141.15.
for cotton tax exempFifth and W D. Rogers, sixth, Smith:. Brooks Chapel, He fi Neale; sold the cockerels save
is invited to attend the all-day to singers of the county and this the work on the Murray'
a small tion receipts at noon today
sewerage
Congressman Brent Sperna. of .were .notoiar's0
and
Center
Ridge
C.
E.
Walker; New profit- above Initial apd feed costs,
impede
services An tide areagtOn•
section
the total is eetpected to reach
system
Fort
Thomas was
Concord. N. F. Chrisman.
renominated eon
Add have' sociePullit floc'ks.
•
near 500
-

BEAN MURDER
HEARING IS SET
FOR TRIAL TODAY

HIGH SCHOOLS TO
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Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, August 9, 1934

a year in Calaway,I
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BERT WILSON IS.
KILLED BY TRAIN
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2ND -GROUP WEED
MKS FOR $6,849
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PASTURAGE PAY
OFFERED HERE

NEW STORE WILL
OPEN SATURDAY
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IHolly Springs, miss., together with Miss Laurtne Jackson. Miame Mrs. E K Dttiguid Jr., Mrs. hors gathered at the, hope of Mr. Tenn. The ceremony_ .was per- Mini Susanne Snook
rnembers'Of the inunediate family Dorothy and Kattie AdaMs.
'Mat'Fe Tea
Charles Hire. Mrs W. D. Brown, and Mrs. W. G. Hamlin. Wednes- formed, Saturday afternoon,
were the only attendants.
Brent McNutt, Ruben,Hale, Troir Sibyteld. Miss Mary Ellen Brown, day, to compliment Mrs. Santa 2il, at the home of the Rev. Ewell
Miss Suzanne Snook wee host to
Mrs Curd is a graduate of Wes- McNutt, Homer Charlton, Lenztis egaelield, Miss Mary Louise Moore, Braswell Parker. Kirkleod, Texas, K. Reagin, dean -of Bethel College.
tea .Satardey afte.rnoon at the a
tern State Teachers College and Italrentice Beaman. Hilton Hell, Miss Mises Moore, Miss Evelyn on her sixty-ninth birthday.
McKenzie. Tenn.
Georkte_ Hart, West
of the Bowling Green College of Bud Myers, Thomas Myers. Dewey Pool. Miss Nancy Williams, Miss A delicious dinner was spread Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Finch, of Big home of Mrs. Those
assisting in
Commerce. and has done graduate Outland, Jimmie Erwin, Eudell Margaret Lewis. Mrs. Bodkin, at the noon hour beneath the huge Safidy, Tenn., attended the wed- Olive street.
serving were: Mrs. Merge Hart,
work at Peabody College and the Erwie, Adolphus Myers. Rudell Bardwell. Mrs. J. H. Branch, Mrs. oak trees.
ding. •
Mrs. E. S. Drogiud -Jr., Misr! MargUniversity of Kentucky. She is Parks. Conseil Spencer. Macel Flip- Roy Stewart, Mrs. W. H. Whitnell,
The bride is a graduate of Murone of the most popular. well- po, Coleman Arnett. Hester Hugh Mrs Franklin Inglis, Mrs. L. R. Entertainment was furnished by ray State College, and has taught aret Tandy, Mrs. W. K Blackknown, and efficient teachers of Brown, Gerald Lee Jackson, and Putnam, Miss Margaret Tandy, Mr. and Mrs. Ervin McCuiston. French and English two years in burn and Miss Maryleona Bishop,,
Doe! for this. page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
the county, having taught for a leafford Adams, Mr...and Mrs. A. Mrs. Herbert Drennan. Miss Mary- Frepon and Ciayborn lttleCtiiston. Hazel High School. She will teach Mrs- Errett Gardner, Mayfield,
afternoon each week.
number of years both in the Lynn L. Arnett, Mrs. Amble Flippo, Mr. leosui Bishop, Miss Iderforie Bar- Opal McClure and Mrs. Sallie fin Big Sandy High School for Mrs. Miles Haman, Rosielaire, Ill.
•
Grove. High School and in the and Mrs. Everett Adams
ton. Miss Sarah McEwen. Fort Parker.
the ensuing year..
Brumley-Rowlett Marriage
At Freed-Hardeman she was a Kirksey High School. The past
Wayne, Ind., Mrs. Wells Purdom, Those present were:
attended U. T. Miss Mildred Cooper Honored
member of -the Phi Alpha Mu year she was head of the ComAnnounced
Miss Wilms Bellew, and the hon- Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Hamlin, Mr. Crockett has
,Tennesse, On Birthday
organization. She plans to play mercial department in the Con- Mrs. Arden Knight
Martin,
College,
Junior
oree.
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Lavin,s and and Austin Pear -Normal: ClarksAnnouncement was made last again next wear with, the Tupelo
Given
Shower
r.i .• Alsek: Cooper hotisons, Halford and Charlie; Mr. and ville, Tents., where he received
4aturday of the marriage :of Miss Redwings, one of the famotis solidated and Vocational High
ilddreecd
daughter.
.
their
ored
Camp,
School
Miss.
at
Potts
Mr.
and
Mrs
Daniell,
Mrs.
J.
B.
Deveritem Brumley, Murray college. women basketball teams of the naMrs Ardell Knight was given a Mrs. W. E. Foster
his college certificate.' He is now Cooper, on her ,sixteenth birthday
J. 5, McClure. Mr. and Mrs. J. M. teaching
student. to 'Moines Woolfalk Row- tion. Mrs. Rowlett is known here Mr. Curd is superintendent of shower last Wednesday afternoon Complimented
county.
eienton
in
am
wiTthb.ea
Rolfe, Mr. and Mrs. Robot, Walker.
lett Murray. The marriage was as "Murray State College's Babe education at Holly Springs. Mb& at the home of Mr..and Mrs. Sam
Mr. and Mrs. Crockett will be
aM
utiisfull
s My
lawn was beautifully
Mrs. W E Foster was compli- Ms. and Mrs. E M. McCuiston.
solemnized June 6 at Batesville: _delekeen..7. She ni.caPtaku_ of the He is a former Kentuckian. hay- liobnean. South Fourth street.
mented- Tuesday of lost week with Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Outland and at home In Big Sandy. Tenn. after crated With -red and green accessbeen-born and reared at
Miss.
las
Zracie
Nell
Jones,
'Miss
line
teetrer softball. team and is a ten- City. Ky.. and educated under the
August 13.
Games and music were
ories.
Melugin. Miss Kathleen Robert- a shower at the home of Mr. and son. Joe.
The bride. who wee named All- nis- player. .
.
.
e4 the occasion. An lee
featuresMrs.
Finis
Outland.
of
his
kinsmen.
direction
L.
T.
and
Writ
Mitigi
Ellison,
Mr.
J.
A.
and
bars.
Mr.
son.
and
Miss Reba Mae Hale were
American basketball - player last The greeen is -the-son-of Mrs.-- 3: S. 'Dickey of Bowling
war served..
course
street.
'Mrs.
Jack
Green.
Ga•dner
and
Mr.
and
T.
L.
'Edward,
and
Mrs.
hosts. Mrs. Knight was formerly,
year -after participating in the D. Rowlett of Murray. Ky. He
Mrs. Ratak Outland were hosts. Mrs. Mince Parker. Lee Perker, Miss Kathleen Dunn
Ky. He es a member of the
P4.1-tonal unlit:40.SM al Wichita. has attended- Murray -StateeCeolle islodernealroodmen-at Amertente- _Miss Meadow Harrison.
"Uncle' tTnk Mccuiston, Mtss
Th
priesiat were
••••• •
Kip, is the first Murray "College and,. the University of Kentucky.
t asvc
iehall
re:,--Miss Opal
uesg
ise nP
dr
-Mi
Th:s3eLp
a Noble Grand of the I. Mrs. W. Z.
miss Mary Margaret Holland, Julia, McCuiston, Raymond MC- Miss Kathleen Dunn, St Peters- Erwin, Miss Geraldine- Milstead,
student to receive this honor. She He is -a graduate of Murray High Mason.
Carter
0. 0. F.• and a member of the JuMiss Anabelle Hart, Miss Margu- Cuiston, Miss Laurine Valentine, burg, Florida. guest of Miss Ana- Miss Eulala Paschall. 'Miss Ruth
has. been employed as physical School where he lettered in footCommittee of the Grand Entertains Thursday. Friday . erite Holcomb, Miss
Annie B. bell Hart, was honored last Thurs- Adams. Miss Katherine Brandon,
education instructor *and history ball. baseball, and • basketball. diciary
Kathleen Miss Opal McClure. Miss
of Knight of Pythias of Mrs -W.• Z. Carter entertained Dunn, St. Petersburg, Fla
Ellison. Miss Lynell Edwards.
teacher at the Thaxton. - Miss.. High While at the University of Ken- Lodge
Mrs.
day afternoon with a bridge party Mies Angeline Brandon, Miss
Thursday afternoon and Friday Charlotte Whitnell, Miss Christine Clayborn MeCuiston, Fremon given by Miss Hart at the Hart Esther Erwin:- Miss Robbie Myers.
Schople At present she is. at- tucky. he was a member of the Mioe<sippi.
Immediately
following
'he
cereTremon
McMeCuiston,
and
Hoyt
afternoon
at
her
home
on
North
Broach. Miss Frances Holton.
tending the 10-week summer Sigma Nu, socal fraternity; Delta mony Mr .and Mee. curd left for
home On West Main street. Mrs. Miss Jean '13tienburg. and .Miss
Ninth street.
H. E Holton, Mrs. W. E. Fokter, Clure, Robert and Bruce Lovins. W. E. Foster received nigh scor- Mildred
'school at Murray College. She is Sigma Pi, honorary commerce fra- Branson.
plan
Mo..
to
where
they
Parker.
Mrs.
Afternoon
Sallie
•
Bridge
guests Thursday afternoon Miss Patricia
secretary of the Physical Educa- ternity; Lances, junior honorary spend their honeymoon in a
Brumbaugh. Mrs.
"'Ing honors and Miss Dunn re- Ewell B. Marton, Litton Ellis.
sum- were:
Wells Purdom, and Mrs. Wilbert visitors were: 'Mrs. H. W. Wrye ceived a guest prize.
tion Club and a• member of the football fraternity. At present, Mr. o-net- resort
Brent Cooper. Artie Marton, Harthe
Ozarks.
They
in
daughters.
Maela,
and
Berlean,
World's Affair Club" and the Al- Rowlett is employed With the J. D.-1 will make their home in Holly Mrs. B. 0. Langston. Mrs. Wells Outland.
vey Ellis, Talmage Jones, Leon
were:
present
Those
Purdom,.-Mrs. M. L. Fulton, Mrs.
Tea guests were: Mrs. Thomas and Barbara Jeane. Mr. and Mrs.
lenian Societe. She is the oldest Rowlett Tobacco Company.
Springs.
Miss.
Los
,
ins
and
Norman
daughter,
Diuguid,
J
K.
Vireinia
Farmer,
Mrs.
Miss
Mary
Ben
ScherfHughes,
Mrs.
F.
K
daughter of Mr. and Uri B. A.
Crawford, Mrs„
—1111—.41-41. • 4
w 14,11,-.1r
.8L }refrigerator
. Mrs.-14. Mrtuglii.MTS. Itr 2. Eugene Hughes, Mrs S. F Hol- Norma Jesese, Euple Edwards, Miss Ruth Seretork--Mies
irtrumney of Fulton. Miss. - Miss
Beele,
Mrs.
A.
L.
Mrs.
Goldia
Rholes,
McKee!
Dunn
Mrs,
E. comb, Mrs. C. H. Broach, Mrs. Tea Geneva Lovins, Larene and Level Sexton, Mrs. Frank Albert StubPractice Teachers
-Service
Bralmle3 hale Plajed VereitY Pasleele
S. Druguid- Jr_ Ntrse W. J. Cap- Miller, Mrs. E. D. Covington, Mrs. McClure. Orvil McClure.
Marries afteskullppiali
blefield, Mrs Vermin Stubbletieki
ball at Murree State.
Entertained
linger. Mrs. Herbert Diennon, Mrs. James Deweeise. Mrs. Eva Elkins, The crowd left late in the after- Jr.. Miss Mary ylargaret Holland, AT RILEY RADIO CO. EVERY
__.Jhafeee alloneting Ifiarray Caliente - ides. Geldia MeKeel Dunn and Miss. Beuleh Elliot critic teacher Nat Ryan Hughes Jr.,
WEDNESDAY
Mrs. Charles Mrs. Vernon Hale, Mrs. Finis Out- noon wishing Mrs. Parker many Miss Frances Holton. Mrs. Frances
Miss -Brumley went to the Freed- C. H. Curd of Holly Sprlige Miss.. of the second grade of the TrainHire. Mrs. M. L. Whitnell Mrs land, Mrs. Clifton Doran. Mrs. L more happy birthdays.
McLean, Miss Elizabeth Randolph:
Hardeman College at Henderson, were quietly married Tuesday ing School at Murray -State Col- C. L. Sharborough. Miss
PHONE
Miss ' Lula Clayton Bealey- Miss
Mayme D. Miller and Miss Mary Frances
Tenn_ wheee she -was voted the morning, August 7. at 10 o'clock. lege. entertained with a dinher Whitnell Tea
MISS Robbie
Broach,
Helen
guests
Mary
were
Mrs.
Miller.
Crloc
alkyett-Ore Wedding
best co-ed athlete. ler two- years. in the Study at'the Surrey Meth- Thursday evening. August 2. at the F. H.
Graham, Mrs. H T. Waldrop,
Mae Broach. Miss_ Alice Outland,
•
Vs', I I,CARTER
She has made tag All-Maisostiiill meat church, witit.--tisa-mov.- -0Nationel-- Hotel fore -kee-preeter
---Msrguerfte--Hok-onsb;--Miair.
fs.'
pitiver
—
Valley Conference team for three A. Marrs reading the simple ring teachers.
Mr. and Mrs. C.,R. Orr announce Christine Broach. Mrs, W. E. FosHonored
years. Mrs. Rowlett was captain ceremony. Miss Jessie Sherman of Aftee the dinner, Miss Elliot and Bridge
DIAGN0Fria,CIAN
Friday afternoon
the marriage of tiler daughter, ter. and Mies Kathleen Dunn. Tea
of .the ell-star team for one year • - county and.. Cyrus Curd _ ofi her guests attended the band con- were: Mrs.guests
A. J. Glenn, Mrs, Her- Despite the -heavy rain that fell Willis Crer. of HatiI. Kr.. to Mr. gueets were Mrs. Dan Hart and
Diwelz__ mm. Roy eeeemartiTuesday night. friends and neigh- Robert A. Crockett--of- Big •Sandy. Miss -Martha Lou Lassiter.
!eert at the college. .-Those---proseat
Teii).cars Experience
-.eluded. .
&.•onnal
,
Mrs' W. a illibigiLlifra
Nellie Mee Wyman. &Cul- Hart. Mrs. Wilbert Outland. Mrs.
• ty member: Misses Margaret Heath. H. IL Shies. -Mrs. 'Frank Albert
Nellie Mae Lockhart, Mary Fran- Stubblefield, Mrs. Carlisle
...eye Bard. Elms.. Blue, and Mrs. L mix Harry 'Mkoach. Mrs. Thomas
C. Doris. "
Redden. Mrs. it. E. Broach. Tea
guests were: Mrs. Ben Hood, Mrs.
Mrs. Hugh McElrath
JohnWhitnell Mrs. Jack Kennedy,
' Is Host
Miss Desiree Beale, Miss Evelyn
Linn. Mrs. Roy Farmer. Mrs.
The College Young Women's As- Herschel Corn. Mrs.
Chester
sociation of Murray State. College Clark.
met Thursday night. August 2_ ..at
Mrs. Hugh Meilrath's home The Mrs.. Bob Fox
subject Was -mission Work in Complimented
All That's NEW'
China"
West Main Street at Thirteenth
The program was: Devotional. Mrs. Bob Fox. a recent bride,
Miss Olivia Harris: "Mission Foot- was complimented Friday evening
To our customers we extend our moat sincere thanks and- good wishes.'We handle the best in drinks,
in Fall
steps in China." 'Miss Mildred by Mrs. W. H. Fox at the home
meats, confections, beer, ice cream, gasoline and oils. Dealers who supply us are listed below.
Roberts; -Southern Baptist Foot- in College Addition. Mrs. Fox was
SPECIAL FOR SATURDAY—Quart Velvet
steps in China". "The Meeting was formerly Miss Emma Lou Brown.
:iicaorar Cured Pit Rirbecue, lb.
Sec
Ice Cream, Mc; second quart 10e.
try• Sandwich and ('obi neer.
the last for the summer term ,
Mayfield. student in Murray State
College Guests included friends
We''eady u'ith the most I Mr. And Mrs. Adams Entertain.' - in Murray and Murray
College
engaging collection of brand T - With Mmalight Party
students,
_
The
new hat-Modes that have
Mrs. Fox guest list included:
Try Our
Mr. and • Mrs. •Eveyett Adams
ever ushered in a Fall season:
entertained wth a moonlight party
Murray Wholesale
at their home Friday night, August
Monthly Pains Relieved
THE HIGHEST QUALITY AND LATEST STYLES
VEAL
3. Music and garpes were enjoyed
Women who take CARDUI have
Grocery Co.
by,these preseent
found that severe monthly pains
'SHOP WITH US--Those included ywere:
have been relieved and th4. by
Miss Hera Parks. MISS -Minnie continued use of it for a reamemble
congratulatesScott's
Marshall Adams. Miss Willie Mae length of time their strength has
Moral
and
their
Richerson. Miss JaneeParks. Miss been renewed
Place on their first.
Laverne Hall Miss /flea Arnett. health imprOvecL
to
speak
•
.7
an
glad
few
VINO
Itir
Miss Angie Mary McNutt. Miss Cards!. Lim valiant I boa Jahn he a
anniversary Now Robert T. Nichols
Jessie 'Myers: Mss Dorothy Mae.. weak, rum-down audition, for lad pains°
All
We
meats
"Wistaria
just
for
recently
tar
have
bock
them
sad
are
put
in
and
furtthe Standard
my side
Flippo. Miss Jessie Lee Flippo. I.
periods," writes Mrs. Roy Cheadle', et
Gasoline and Oils and urge our patrons to
nished by the
VISIT THEM
Ate. *•C•rditi straiglitaddl
bona.
It
*tre
at I felt la per seat
viAit us for first claks filling station service.
artataly helped ma"
Mm Jot T. Lovett, Editor

11140he

338, Flemie
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Scott's Placate

HATS

-

We Sell

HAMBURGERS
5`

Murray Mercantile Co.

Thoussucts of

-

Announcing . .

•

•

Saturda

Convenient Schedule

Dawson Springs: 7:45 A. Me 2 P. M.
ee Mayfield: 6 A. M.. 11 A. IL;5 P.IL
Paris: 7:45 A. M.; 2 P. M.
-4

Telephone

•

-

ALL BUSSES CROSS COLLEGE
CAMPUS

AUGUST 11
We are pleased to announce that-our new Paint and
Wallpaper Store will be open for your complete inspection and ready to serve you Saturday.

Terminal at SIXTH and MAIN,

Phone 4.56

CITY DIRECTORY

- We offer you tive wonderful and complete line of
JOLIET WALL PAPERS. A paper for every purse and
every purpose.

A.Y.
, Covington, M.D.

FREE ESTIMATES

Offices in
First National Bank Bldg.
Wt Maui street
Telephones. Office 176;
Res'. ,National Hotel
.

t

0
Our ocahon :.„usitldSionugthforomf

MURRAY PAINT &
WALLPAPER CO.
Solon Shackelford

•

to

85

You can always get the best
meats at

SHELBY DAVIS

FAIN & BELL

STANDARD DISTRIBUTOR

SCOTT'S PLACE
ON FIRST
ANNIVERSARY
-DROP IN FOR CANDIES
and
CONFECTIONS

VELVET
CHAMPAGNE
BEER

It is smooth and easy to drink and
is just right for a cooling and refreshing sari-K.1W drink.
Aop

LOVE STUDIO

DISTRIBUTED

For
PHOTOGRAPHS
Kodak Finishing

SHROA"f EIIMTI-TERS

'477'

PARKER BROS.
BAKER

SUNBURST

SUPERIOR CLEANERS
Expert Hatters
WASH PANTS Cleaned and
Pressed
2$e
PHONE 44

4T,....HF*44'-ff'LT.-"7:7773

..

COVINGTON BROS.
& COMPANY

Standard service everywhere is outstand, ing and the best in the community.

"Ws. Do It a Little Better"

eeeseetare

*•

Compliments

•

Our change to Standard was in part prompted by our desire to have the very best. We
proudly say STANARD to the motorist, for
we realize that he knows he is getting the
-hest.

Those who appreciate good beer
and drink it often are "taking"
to VELVET CHAMPAGNE. Ask
any beer dealer.

_
- DRY CLEANING

_e_Just off the square on North Fourth St.,
yndev
ce
ulpdie
thndheavlef
edinbS
y oNtita
formerly
f
Idoe

-

PROMPT-AND- -COURTEOUS-- ATTENTION

DRINK

C. RAY LINES
Murray, Ky.

\VB.- CANNOT TOO STRONGLY iVilELY1MI TO
VISIT US AND 'INSPECT OUR NEW STORE SATURDAY OR AT YOUR EARLIEST
CONVENIENCE

.

GAS and OILS

Detroit. and Everywhere.

We have the exclusive agency for the famous SHERWIN- WILLIAMS line of complete Paints,-Varnishes, Lacquers, Oils and Colors.

. T. Skaggs

GROCERY AND MEAT
MARKET

_
DOMES LEAVE MURRAY
Paducah: $ A. M.. 11 A. M.; 5 P. M.
Hopkinsville: 7:45 A. M.; 2 P. M.,
7:30 P. IL

Connections to St. Louis. Chicago.

DECORATING

FAIN & BELL

TRAVEL BY BUS!

•

Our Formal Opening

!Int
THE
EARTH

women itestlity Clardul
IL IL dans oar lielieftt

a teirsisies. •

STANDARD

BY

Furnishes

SERVED

BREAD and BUNS
.Pasteurized Milk ONLY v..as
MYIL-15cott's_reglx when_ asjcPd if
she served any other kind of
milk.
Pasteurized Milk is a Real Measure of Safety for Your
Health

Try.iLaandleach on a ParkBrothers- Bakery 'Bun
and note the fine texture ofthe bread.

BIRELEY'S ORANGEADE
is stimmerlime's mbSt‘cooling arrd
refreshing drink=111.-3t chuck full
of health!

For the Home
Use

. MURRAY'
MILK PRODUCTS CO.

AUNT BETTY'S
BREAD

CCX.
weans** eselleitessillealikamtmatssamanW--areneeeisemerereetaseeeniarealiesirmwesesestsueeeeeteese.
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Orr. Bee Guthrie, Bonnie St, John, Ralph Moss, and
Miss Imogene Ity were:
Mrs. Gordon Cook and children. -91-SA, Freeport. Ill.
A9-23
Claude Wilson was in Paris over
"Duks" Guthrie, Bud Myers, Geo. Clark.
tar. and Mrs. Sammie Paschall,
were
Afternoon callers
the week end visitingMr. and'Mrs. Miss- Hattie Sue and Gilman of
Junior Myers. of Paducah, Thomas Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Grogan and Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Moore, Mr.
Miami, Fla., are visiting her moth- HAVE YOUR FEED GROUND at
Chas. Smith.
Myers, Dewey Outland. of Detroit, family. Mr. and Mrs. Allen Wells and Mrs. Jeff Farris, Mrs. Froncie
new feed and meal mill on
and Mrs. J. M. Flippo of er, Mrs. Riley Wilson, and Mr. the
Mr.
and Lester Dunn, Mr. and Mrs. and daughter. Florets, Miss Mary Jones, Mr. and Mr. Joseph Moore,
N. 13th.. St., just across front
Mayfield spent Saturday with Mr. Wilson this week_
Lilburn Paschall, and Mr. and (Melte Allen, Mr. and Mrs. Amos Mr. and Mrs. Elzo Gupton, Mr.
Mr. acid Mrs. Hassell Hutson and Murray ,Laundry. W. E. Ellicat,
and Mrs. D. N. White.
Mrs. Alsey Cooper.
A30c a
"We may be practical, efficient session, the Tennessee Federation
and Mrs. Harrell Broach, Mr. and
Burkes and family.
family
of Buchanan visaed, her manager.
• •
Galen Hurt is at the Mason
• •
"Pa" Allen, despite his 80 years, Mrs. Obit Jones. Mr. and Mrs. business and professional women in and the Asheville Club will be
mother, Mrs. Julia Clark, Saturopera..
week
for
Hospital
an
this
FOR SALE—Concord Grapes. $1
A. J. Allen Honored Op
Is jolly and enjoys very good Lucian Gupton. Mr. and, Mts. B. every day life, but we simply re- joint hostesses at an informal reday night.
J. H.
per bushel at farm.
*arks and children. Mr. and Mrs. fused td allow the program com- ception honoring regional of:jeers, tion.
health
Eightieth Birthdaythe
tip
Thanks
on
"corresfor
1tc
Farris.
Miss Anna Mae Holdield. daughWayne Paschall. Misses Mildred mittee to crowd business into ev- guest speakers, and presidents of
enjoyed
by
day
OK
was
The
pondence",
"Eagle".
You
sq.,
"naOn Sunday, August 5, the friends
and Mary Charles Farris, and Eula ery moment of the four-day con- State ,tederationa in the Southeast ter of Mr. and Mrs. B. E. Holifield,
Allen
wished
Mr.
everyone
and
da"
is
a
green
hand
also
green FOR SALE or Trails—horse. mare.
and relatives of A. J. "Pa" Allen
Mae Gupton.
ference we are planning tq ..
icatypieal-of the Blue we,- taken to Mason Hospital in horn??—"Tilda"
birthdays
gave him a birthday dinner in many more •happy
and Ford sedan 1929 Model in
• • • •
the 'Land of the Sky: from Anattat :Ridge country will be a feature of Murray. Monday night, for an
honor of his 80th birthday
good shape. Herbert McCuiston.
appendix operatmn.
Missionary Society Meets
16 through August 19,4 says Mitts to reception,. •
Interest
Marriage
Of
_
They gathered at the home of
A9p
Kirksey.
'
Martha Elizabeth White is spendTuesday
Virginia Harmon, of Nashville,
.
Here
Both Friday afternoon and Sathis daughter, Mrs. Harry Rowland.
ing the week in Fulton with her
'ann. Miss Harmon, as president urday 'afternoon have
been reserv- father. Claude- White. litho =it
The Woman's Missionary Society
At noon a bountiful dinner was altivilatiens received here read:
FOR SALE---1 Maytag Ironer, prae-,
of the Tennessee Federation, which ed for recreational activities,
trips
met
Mrs. Rich
See
tically new.
spread under the shade of the
Mr. -and Mrs. Gibson Caldwell of the First Christian church
is hostess for the second biennial to points of scenic interest, shop- working at that place.
Moser
1 tp
Waters, S. 12th. St.
beautiful trees on the lawn.
following out of
town
The
apnpunce the marriage of their in the home of Mrs. W. B.
conference of the Southeast Region ping in earby cities, exploring the
Mrs.
with
afternoon
Those who enjoyed the delicioun daughter, Eleanor Alexander, to Tuesday
rite,
the
people
funeral
attended
of the National Federation of Busi- mountain trails, or just "rocking
FOR RENT—well furnished upMoser, Mrs. Genoa Gregory, and
repast were:
Mr, Irvin Taylor Green. Jr.. on
ness and Professional Women's on the' broad porch of 'Robert E. of Bert Wilson, Sunday: Mr. and
stairs rooms by day. week, or
hosts.
Jones
as
T.
R.
Mrs.
• Mr. and Mrs. A. J. AJk
the
fourth,
August
Clubs, will fill the role of official Lee Hall."• As Miss Harmon ob- Mrs. T. D. Dalton and sons, Jamie FOR SALE—good oak lutkber,
Mr. Sattirdea,
month. Will serve meals. Call
After a short business session
and Mrs Torn Morgan and son nineteen
hundred
thirty-f o u r.
hostess'for the meeting, which will seraesn"This is going to be one wo- Bonnie. and Willie. Mr. and Mrs. „cut to.. order".
See
Us'
.
1 tc
..•
held by the president, Mts. Moser,
Frank Midyette, Mr. and Mrs.
Aer.thur, Mrs. Josie Wilson, Mr. and Wheeling. West Virginia.
be
held
at
Blue
Ridge,
North
Carpricer.
Orders
filled
Prinillifba
men's meeting that doesn't have Coy Midyette. Mrs. John Midyette
the devotional'was giiten by Mrs.
ft.
1 Franklin Maupin and „daugholina.
J.
R.
Scott*
Santa
nlharrinnAtla 'LOST-"-large white lemon-spotted
something planned for every min- and son, Dan, and daughter. Annie,
ter. netetia, Mr. an
The bridegroom is well remem- R. M. Pollard.
Mrs.- Cecil
Ratite 1.
tf Foxhound. Male. $1 reward. HallsThe club at Asheville, North ear- ate of the time. We're going to
Leader for the afternoon was
Mr. and Mrs....Cleve Hawkins, Mr.
Valentine, and :daughters, Jesus, bered -here as the son of the form- olini, of which Miss Mae Ivicree
.work When we work, but our lsas-- and Mrs. Carter Olive. all of Ful- FOR SALE
lie
AT ONCE—six-room McCuiston, Hyman, Ky.
Mary and Irene, Mrs. Lilly Miller er pastor of the First Christian Mrs. Greg Miller.
president, is co-hostess and has ure hours, are going to be our own ton, Ky.; Mr and -Mrs.4 Chas.
The program follows:
and children, Miss Opal, James and Church several years ago.
He
close
in.
Bargain
house,
if sold
house.
SALE—eight-room
Subject: "The Native Church conspired with the Tennesseans in to use exactly as we feel in- George, Paducah. Mr and Mrs. at once. For -information, call at FOR
Robert, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Bailey has many friends here
well located. Apply at 210 N.
Carries On"; "Each in His Own planning a series of delightful in- clined:"
• • •••
Jower, Paris, and Mr. and Mrs. 210 N. Fifth St.
and sons, Raymond. Leon. and
A16P 5th. St.
A9p
termissions to the serious work •pf
Way", Mrs. Gregory.
Miss Nettie E. Brogdon of Gr4ns- Joe Williams. Murray.
Charley, Mr. and Mrs. Barber Car- Mrs. Tom Rowlett
the gathering.
Fields:
the
Harvest
In
DEALERS
'Mr.
WANTED
and
born
Mrs.
North
W.
and
H.
Carolina,
Miller
BUSthe
FOR
house
general
--REAL
RENT-4-room
enterroll and daughters, Charlene, and
Complimented
Jamaica—Met. Harry Broach.
Perhaps the most original event chairman,of the Southeast Region,. tairied a.- number of their friends INESS OPPORTUNITY—We can garage near college
See Mrs.
Jean. Mr. and Mrs. Charley CoPorto Rico—Mrs. C. S. Lowry. of the entire schedule will be a agrees -with the hostess, fnr die at a six o'clock dinner -at their place several live wade awake Joe Tame.
Rowlett ente rMrs. John
A9c
•
howl and children, Misses Coddle,
Tibet—Mrs. A. J Glenn.
costume party Friday night when says, "Our women will go to Blue home on College street last Friday men
a profitable business sellCozy Edith, and Clifton, Mrs. An- tained Wednesday morning with a
NOTICE—if
dust.
you
want
saw
"Craftsmen
All".
Mts.
Rowlett
breakfast
Gatlin
home
at
on
the
the
conferees and their guests will Ridge for serious discussion of ser- evening. Those present were: Mr. ing direct to farmers in your
Me Wilson and son and grandson,
A9c
West Main Street complimen- Clopton.
dance the Virginia reel and - trip ious economic and social Pnoblems and Mrs. W. E. Dick. Mr. and Mrs. home County. Write quickly for see or call C. R. Broach.
Otis and Albertis.
FARM- FOR SALE—one 10 acre
After the benediction a social thraugh the figures of a lovely old that are facing themselves and, in- 0. B. Turnbow, Mr. and
tary to Mrs. Tom Rowlett, a recent
free catalogue.
Mrs.
Mr. -and Mrs. Brent Wilaon and
bride. Mrs. Rowlett was formerly hour followed.
square dance. Mrs. Martha
deed, the whole citizenry of the Audry Simmons, Mr. and Mrs. J. G. C. larUBrIlLING- GO4PANY farm. Mad, f-room houae, good
son. Albert. Mr. and'a Mrai Elanas
Miss Dewdzap Brumley. Murray
reuse Conaiser. of
Term;
We have planned a sub- E. Littleton. Mr and Mrs. E. M. Dept. 1038, Bloomington. Ill. Alia out buildings, good well water,
—Southeast:
Wilson and son: Earl Nix, Mr. and
an mail route, less than Vannes
Brandon Family Reunion
College student. who directed a very successful par- stantial program. At the same Mason. Mr. and Mrs. H. I. Neely,
Mrs. Garton Clark and daughter,
Sunday
ty of a similar natture at the last time, :we do Bon-intend t8 a:bard 14r. and Mrs. W. B. Miltsead, Mr. MAN WANTED FOR Raivieigh from city limits. Price $1000 if
Those present were:
Lola Pearl, Mrs. Mattie Wilson.
See C. R.
convention of the Tennessee Feder- the conference days so full of ser- and Mrs. W. E. Wright. Mr. and Route of 800 families.- Write im- taken in 10 days.
Mrs. Sirilda Wilson, Mr. and Mrs.
A family reunion was held SunMiss Estelle Dunn, Min Frances
A9c
ation. has been named chairman for ious matters that our women will Mrs. D. N. White. and Mrs. D. B. mediately. Rawleigh. Dept YH- Broach.
Harry
the
home
of
'Mr.
Rowland and
day
and
at
Mrs.
daughters. Holton, Miss Imogene Brown. Mrs.
Orr and son, Richard.t
Pearline and Sylvia Dell, Tom Cal- Tom Rowlett, Miss Robbie Mae Robert Brandon, near. Hazel. honor- the conference frolic, which will be cheated out of the rest and inthe
cream I
nai—a
hoon. Cecil Outland. J. R. Davis, Broach, Miss Sue Wyman. Mrs. ing the -fifty-second birthday of really be one,pf the intseinformal ,spiration to be found in communion
:rollddrirlictrtid
do
oma
lhe
of parties-. Assisting her in. plan- with the mighty hills of the beauForty were inWhit Imes, Mrs. Beale Outland. Mrs. Brandoh.
me, but the cream
me so
ning the details of the party,Is a tiful Blue Ridge country,"
nasals --alianainaissein about---4welve
...Ytial_Hlggint...Whitnal) Mrs. t:laded.
camposedof
theafts
'
hours
for
my
stomach
to
settle.'
The conference at Blue Ridge will
Those present were:
Hoover, Mrs. C. S. Lowry, Mrs.
In the winter and sprinig, of
Disgusted - at myself for being
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Brandon directors of the Tennessee Federa- draw women from the District of
After the good rains we have
Vernon Hale, Mrs._ C. H. Torrey1933 I felt myself slipping. I had
when I was well and with
tion—Miss
Lucille
Leven.
of
Nasha sallow color, no appetite or sick
Columbia and the states of Ala- I had we will' sum up courage to atson, Mrs. McLean, Mrs. R. S. Diu- and children, Edwin. Rex. and
medicine, 'I _ sent for Dr. W. C.
CAUSE BLOOD POISON!
ville; Mrs. Amelia` C. Strauss, of bama. -Florida, Georgia. Kentucky, tempt
one
and
degree
pep.
subnormal-,
Paschall
Paul.
Mr.
Branand
Mrs.
another
letter.
Chiropractor. Murray and
Miss
F.
Yancey.
,Oakley,
ln,
Mrs.
A.
gui4 a
.
By"
trade.parrLam
macMMshe
t at
t
Knoxville; Miss Mary......Mar
could
Benton. of whom I had spoken as
?met
7 t
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Craig and
-North Carolina% South
Not .always, of course—but a matte Aitttson, Miss Juliet Holton, don and baby Jean,.Mr. and Mrs.
a faker. Dr. Oakley gave 'me a
Richardson. of Paris: Mrs.
dalighter. Miss Mary Sue, left Frineither do myself nor my employ-, series
Carolimennerasee.aand_
suffielent number of limey to Miss Margaret Halley.. Miss Ruth Robert Brandon. MadeIL__.J.-.. Y
of adjustments, and at the
ThohliantarEtlzgbethtonaliffra
er Justine, but I managed' kr vut end
4he program has proved so at- day for their home in Flint, Michimake it a mistake to ever leave Sexton, Miss Frances Sexton. Miss Katherine, Angeline, Perry, Boyd
of two:antna
en T wag 15M-A
in
my
time.
During
lah
that
Vosse,
time
of
I
Memphis;
and
Mrs.
feeling fine and doing
tractive that word has been re- gan, after a two weeks visit with
your family without protection. Harper, Miss Mary Margaret Hol- and Junella Sue, Mr. and Mrs
was taking every kind of medi-• my job.
of
Chattanooga.
Elsie
Harper,
T
e
lirt
peri
ork.
erce
oug
th
e
ormed
misfort
'
tuha
ne
t
ex
Paschall, and
Ross
daughters,
ceived by conference officials that their parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. N. cine my local
Crays Salve, for more than a land. Miss Kathleen Imes.
l
doctor prescribed.
Finally I grew so weak my phy- and
Mrs. Conatser has announced parties are planning to attend from Wilson and Mr. and Mrs. John
Miss Mae Balbach. Miss Jane Viola and Ethel Mae, Mr. and
generation, his been used with
Chiropractors are not fakers, but
sician accompanied me to the roponents of a science that realMelagln. Miss Lois Bridges. Miss Mrs. Ellis Paschall. Mr. and Mrs. that there will be prizes for the Louisiana, Ohio, and Pennsylvania. Craig of this section.
almost minieulous success in the
I. C. hospital at Paducah, where ry get sick people
I have
costumes
most
in
striking
several
Milt
Mr.
Miles.
and
and
son.
Marvin.
Mrs.
Jimmy
Miss
Alice
Diuguid.
Garrett
Virginia
Mary
treatment of all forms of inI received a thorough physical ex- had Dr. Oakley withwell.
"Economic security for all" will
my children
classes—the
best
impersonation
and
of
and
son.
and
J.
Mrs.
C.
Hoyt
amination,
Mr.
Craig
including an X-ray when they were sick, and can say
Kendall,
and
Leonard
Frances
Outland.
GarMiss
fections—sores, burns, boils, skin
be the conference alsame.
picture for which I paid $15. that his work has
rett have returned to their home
entire
diseases, hemorrhoids. One of Miss Dorothy Rowland. Miss Doris son, Robert Ross, Mr. and Mrs. a child, a darkey, an Indian, a moThen I was informed by the ph,y- satisfaction both in given
results and
in Detroit, Mich., after an extendthe most powerful disinfectants Springfield, Miss Jo Nell Waters, ill Wrather, Mr. and Mrs. Harley vie star, etc.; the funniest costume;
sician "that I was not- sick. noth- prides. I will close
with
the
best
the
oldest
ed
Coltume;
the
best intervisit with their mother, Mrs. ing the matter except I had
Miss Ethel Quarels. Miss Rennie Craig, Mr. and Mrs. Halford Orr
'
-known supplies the germicidal
starv-f
of wish
to Chiropractors.
ed myself to an emaciated condipower; a velvet smooth oil base
Riley Wilson,-and Mr. Wilson.
Rowlett. and Mrs. J. D. Rowlett, and daughters, Martha Lou. and national costume: and the oldest
CLIFFORD POWELL,
tion." He then advised me to go
affords instant, soothing relief
• • • • •
Crops in this section are much
Betty Sue, Mr. and /Art Less and most.authentic business woand assists nature ilk the quickBentpn, Ka,
Harold Edwards. son of Mr. and improved since the rain lest week. home and stay in bed two weeks
Jones and son. Talmadge, and Kel- man's costume. Several hundred
pinner Given For
est_ possible healing. Get a jar
Afternoon
ly Walker.
visitors women from the states of the Mrs. Charley Edwards, has retoday! Use it often and freely
Nashville Visitors
red from the Citizens Military
when
the
slightest
trouble
were Mr. and Mrs. Bert Milstead. Southeast will enter the contest.
threatens. Sold under an honest
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Paschall
•.• • •
But the party on Friday night Training Camp, Fort Oglethorpe.
guarantee to give absolute satis- entertained Monday evening with
will not be the only "pure, fun" Gaasavhere he spent several weeks.
Mrs. B. W. Overbey
faction or money refuoded. 30c
a six o'clock dinner 'honoring Mr.
T. L. Underwood. a prominent
and 50c at all dealers. The Cross
event on the program, agree Miss
Is Host
Salve Co., Inc., Marion, Ken- and Mrs. Sammie Paschall of NashHarmon and Miss McFee. For ex- farmer living two miles south of
tucky.
Mr. and Mrs. B. Wa _ Overbey ample, a picnic supper in a rhodo- Hazel is. dangerously sick, having
ville, Tenn.
. Timm . inCluded in the hospital- entertained last ,Friday e
deadron thicket will feBow a Sun- angered a number of strokes of
etaattowslik set vesper service on the opening pararlysis in the last few months.
Mrs. Ella Rice df Dallas. Texas.
Then, immedThursday evening
iately after the opening business and Miss Eatza Walliarris of Sedalia
are visiting in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. J.f W. Bailey.
Equip your car with good tires before leaving on any kind of a trip. Whets
in •nanor o; Men roster daughter.
Mks 'May& 'Nix of Cincinnati.
fifteenth
Magdalene.
birthday. is visiting relatives .in Hazel and
using old,.worn-out tires you always take a chance—a blow-out may mean inGames and contests were enjoyed other parts of the county.
jury to some occupant of your car. A skid may be disastrous.
at the conclusion. The honoree was
Mr. and Mrs. Irby Kauffman of
beautiful
given a
handkerchief Trenton, Tenn., who have been
shower.
visiting Mrs. Kauffman's parents,
An ice course was served.:
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Miller, have
The guest list included:
rehurned to their home.
idtga Pattie Mai Overbey, Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Seldon Outland of
Jane Sexton. Miss Charlotte Owen, Mutray were in Hazel Sunday,
Miss Sadie Nelle Jones, Miss Fran- guests of „Mr. and Mrs. R. M.
ces Amelia Waters, Miss Martha Bray.
Sue Key. Miss Clara Nell CunMrs - J. H. Broach of near Purningham, Miss Georgia Johnson. yeir_ spent last Friday with Mrs.
Itemeniber=with every_Firestone Tir-s you-AM -The THEN votTelrner—r•oMiss Geneva aillonsana Mists —Dot
-UTILES WILL BE OVER.
T
- riple Guarantee
Currier, and the laanoreta- Miss- Mr. and Mrg. Ttrry Cochran of
*
Magdalene "Cavitt
thus making your motor
Karksey and Max Hurt of Murray
—FOR UNEQUALED"PERFORMANCE RECORDS
John Edd Scott, Jimmie Bailey. were in Hazel Sunday visiting in
trips safer and more pleaTom
Moore
Williams, A. R. .the home of Mr. and Mrs. E. D.
—FOR
LIFE AGAINST ALL DEFEcTS
sant.
The women of this country spend over $25,000,000 a year for
Waters. Max Miller, James Thur- Hurt
—FOR 12 MONTHS AGAINST All ROAD HAZARDS
beauty preparations . . . yet many continue to cook in stuffy, overmand. Henry
Fulton, Charter _ --Clatide Anderson of Murray was
Six Months in Commercial Service)
Farmer, and Jim Hart.
a Hazel visitor last Sunday.
-heated kitchens. It is no wander that these endless days of tedious and
DON'T FORGET that you
burdensome- hours take -their toll. The very foundations of their apget every service eacept
•
pearance, mental poise and gracious manners are undermined.„
major repairing at ONE
The Outstanding Value in the Low Priced Field
STOP at the SUPER-SERVICE STATION.
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B.& P..W.Plan for Regional Meet
at Blue Ridge, N. C., August 1619
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HAZEL NEWS I

Firestone Tires Makes
Motoring Safer!

Equip *With Firestone 1934
High Speed Tires TodaY1.-,

Only 38 Yet Her
Mi

Our Pledge

And what a pity! An electric range would end forever Their cooking troubles ... and that tell-tale "kitchen complexion" so unwillingly
worn by countless women. The insulated oven keeps the heat in the
oven where it belongs. IT COOKS THE FOOD AND NOT THE
COOK.

FIRESTONE COURIER TYPE
• 4.40-21
$4.45
.
4.50-21
$4.90
4.75-19
$5.20
30x3 1-2
$3.65

of

QUALITY

See Our Display or That of Any Local Electric Dealer

Doping, Greasing, Tire
Repairing, Brake Testing
and Relining, Washing.
Polishing, Vacuum Cleaning.
DX Motor Fuel and
Diamond Oils and Greases.
Free Air, Free Water, Rest
Rooms for Ladies and Men

Other Prices Proportionately Low

Buy Standard Electrical Equipment:From Any
Reliable Electric Dealer Anywhere!

••••• •

We

know, and

thousands

upon

motoring Americans are learning,
CHARGED SUPER SHELL is a

See hou firestone Tires are Mode
- itt the I treston• Fat-tory and
rortre• "sir

:la a
thousands of
that

better

SUPER-

EVERY SERVICE RENass. DERED PROMPTLY
and
COURTEOUSLY
by
TRAINED AND WIWI'S°
ATTENDANTS

MOST MILES PER DOLLAR

comes to you with NO ADDED COST or premiutIK-‘,
If you are not already a user, try Super Shell once
and we'll risk the gasoline to sell you.

Super - Service Station
Whteway
i
Station

Sold at Tanks Throughout the County

East Mai7 Street

Murray, Ky.

1

Charlie Hale

Kentucky-Tennessee Light and Power Car

/Armen
e the 'voice of Fireston*4.1.• turing
Gladys Swart hoist -•• Seery
MI.:today Night otter
Network

gasoline,

'
-4
Electricity is the cheapest, the most dependable:the
#---gi-ving more mileage per gallon, saving dollars in
automobile repair and giving more driving commost satisfactory servant from the standpoint of price,
fort in added motor pep, pick-up and even feeding.
economy and efficiency. Buy your electrical appliances now,
SUPER CHARGED SUPER SHELL

ELECTRICITY IS THE CHEAPEST THING
YOU BUY!
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THE LIGHT SHINES 'ARIGHT
FOR STANLEY

THE LEDGER & TIMES
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Ar•

free as is humanly possible to be,
from publishing anything with any
idea other than to convey news and
interesting reading material. Never
is any pet sunal attitude or
feeling the reason for publishing anyThis was the first line of a W- ad- thing regarding anyohe. As a publine in an exchange this wank: lisher I bear no enmities..
"28 TERA
CANING."
Figure
that one out. -

_irUST JOTS
ay Joe

A 0 Stanley has informed the
and The TiltIOS
Consolidat.,an oft Ilit--11Birray Ledger. The Calloway
public he will be a candidate ton
Berard October 2.0, 1926
Peallshed ny The Calloway County ntiOnshIng Co., Incthe Senate in
North Fourth Street. Hurray. Ky.
The many Jeffersonian DemoEditor crats of Kentucky will welcome
'u T
with sincere sordialfty the proEntered at the Postorhce, Murray, Ky., as second ciass mall matter
nouncement of this statement, h
means, with almost certainty that
he will be returned „to .the_ Senate
How times change. Sixteen years
iVIEMBER
chamber of this greet nation Or AEC we were hating Hindenburg
On August 1, we all received a
fervently as a dangerous arid agrie MAMMAL
bountiful rain, yes, a ground soak4aS
Stanley,
nrley,
y1'
now a Washington at- gressive foe. Today we mourn him
er!! Crops that were pronounced
torney, is far too able sad too as a courageous old man who, when
ruined and lost by the pessimist
popular a Kentuckian and far too most men are too feeble to do
why do some folks murmer and
.well qualified to be left alone as a other than await death's tap on the
n) now all crops are on a
r °icier-Ha
lawyer. We have lots of good shoulder, kept a restless, resentful
"big boom".
Senators,
good
lawyers,
but
few
and
bankrupt
people
in
some
semSubscriptloa Rates -in First t'orgregetonal District and Henry and
Presiding Elder 0, C. Weather Is
Stewart counties. Was. 11.00 a year, Kentucky. 111.1011; samilrhere. Mot'.
Kentucky, blance of order.
and wthout a doubt
• Advertialliaj
and information about Calloway county market shameful
conducting a revival this week at
Perhalte. ler ever Perittirstighe+
Goslien Methodist church. lo Z
mttng Stanley Ms leave II* SenToday's simile: Rattling eround
Hurley, pastor, is assisttng
will
not
~leek
ate,
briPoi
in
Hindenburg's
boots.
Democratic candidate in the genMr. and Mrs. W. H. Finney,
bun
back
-ter
lbw
tunity
to
put
eral election than I have, as a
soo-aad dassightsisoof.Miaczay,..visitet- the 1111381-evelmt-oeMethodist, to sit In the deliberaGarlandNealelaZIOniliSZO
'
re- ed Mr. and Mrs. Carl ChristenberLIberative body in the satire world.
voting
and
participate...In
.the
vogMiteel
as
oneost,.the
ablest-pots
- _
ry at ColdieletrO Sunday.
Senator, Stanley -la Ain in the Natal prognosticators Id
Last Satatedilayn priosiry. was at- on a-pastor -in the Dalstilt ehtnoth..
1,
Miss Jennie Arnett of Mayfield
ew statesprime of Political life.
tended with more than usual Incounty. He practically scored a attended church at Coldwater SunThis year, leas complaint than
endowed
richly
been
so
men
have
terest for an "off-year" election. ever was heard about the present
bull's eye when he predicted that day afternoon.
Calloway county voted .more than law on cOunting ballots which as he and few have so ably used the vote in Calloway county SatLightning struck ,Hurley Hale's
been
in
the
talents
lie
has
their
halt of its possible vote: considers. brings the eiection-conunission tourday would be 4,500. It was 016. tobacco barn August 1. which ft
has
years
and
many
a
good
game
bly more than half as many as gether at the court house the next
think) was built by Jim Page 30
polled their choices in the county day. following ahe election. save never faltered, as he has always
years ago and. Mrs. Mandy Travis
The
Jotter
having
been
invited
arid
the
highest
primary last August, when records Sunday or a holiday, to count the been motivated by
went to see the wreck just - after
purest of principles. Of course to make the address at the opening
are usually established
ballots. " We have always believed
the big rain and slipped and fell.
we are all prone to error, but of Concord high school August**,
There are several reasons for the this to be a good law because it
receiving a broken arm. She is
Stanley has been quick to acknowl- 1 can faithfully promise the geed
above-normal vote in this county comes nearer guaranteeing an acpatrons of that district 'that they the mother of Mrs. Hurley Hale
edge his own faults.
Lightning killed a milk cow of
last week. In the first place, Cal- curate count
may be bored, but not for long.
In addition to being honest with
Judge George Wallis of the fsturMr. Robertson's on the.old "Willis"
loway seemed-to be regarded as
Stanley has been
Warterfield farm.
"open ground" both by Mr Greg- ray City Court, often has a quaint himself, Senator
It will also be a better world
friends and his
Douglas Moore, who died Aug.
ory-and Mr Mason and each head- way of expressing himself accur- honest with his
when
we
spend
more
time
developHonesty with him - is tar
4, was one of my best friends.
quarters made a warm fight to cap- ately. Judge Wallis said that after foes.
polities, sad incideatelly, Meru" ellarreter than we do in acl
Miss Josephine Boyd of Detroit,
turd old Calloway. 'While it is true Hie close of the polls in his race /or above
ins warmest personal ade quiring a reputation.
graiid daughter 'of Mr. and Mrs.
that quite a bit of money was city judge last year that some seem- some of
• • •••
political
enemies.
his
mirers
are
Will Perdue. will be a pipit in
spent "to get out the vote." still we ed to be -very anxious to to know
Every time a movie couple marThe defeat of Stenley for -the
the Gosehn school this summer
believe that the campaign that has how the election- had gone Judge
ries
they
make
books
in
Hollywood
which is being taught by Miss
been parried on here for the past Wallis said, "I'm a patient man Senate in 1924 was due chiefly to
on how long it will last.
•
-oeissosor c,
Mable Hicks.
----.3oass.40_get ,people_
waited for 70-odd years to be the fact that his candor and in• •_. • •
Young. men go to 'ice cream
vote-is beginning to bear 'lime city judge. of Murray and I think herent probity would not permit
The Elizabethtown News remarkhim to lie or stancriip-tot a false-suppers .and. . shows ,every week
IrLit. We refer, or course, to the I can wait a day or two longer."
ed that its vote was for Brown but
and "blow in" half a dollar Then
- ideate district prizes Whitt bavef When the die is cast, it seems to hood.
s money was on Chapman. Which
at church if they take up a colnegt. senatorial
Although the
been offered by the -local Demo, me that a candidate would much
reminds us that what's wrong with
tion they shake their head No'
a:etre organization in, VailislialtaleJosio rattan have the assuranEC that -the /sage. Oto.OvseoopOra.a11.- tbe.ligni of
thii; conittrr It that most people
.
* beginning to
gets credited with all the votes he victory is area
or three gerierareleelidns.
vote where their pocketbook
N(
C
)Ir!osslanci..
Only in a few polling_ places did is entitled to rather than have a glow with ..briLliante for A..
die-cwOr.b
oT passed here
Fates` ritliii-Biar
-i-iFeli-liiderneiirlOnd instead of calling out his own
The Derniic
riti
-exercise-their right quick report. winch iijS1Th'i- S Ter-The Political tide ii in•••••
.
-name, he called mine • Course I
dicating that .he will be .returned
of -challenge" In those precincts Curate and again might not be
"Hell
Hell bath no fury like a woman didn't know him from Ood's eft .
where challenges were made we
No organization stresses speed to Washington as a member of the
scorned," or a pensioner with his ox. I beg and insist when passhope our Republican friends who more than a daily newspaper which U S. Senate and not as a lawyer
pension cut or a weaned relief ben- ing here at Jim's, that you cal
Were challenged will not think they -must function promptly and Speed- of that city
eficiary.
out your own name intse.ad of
were
mistreated by thechal- fly if it wishes to stay in business.
Both young and old Democrats
my name. Our eyes are weak
lengers.
- Yet one thing comes before speed are enthusiastic over Stanley's
Crime will decrease when crirrO and dim from old age. Next feller
Under our party system of govs is, the biggest neiespaper offices and candidacy. and with a combined
Oral trials are rushed through with that calls out my .name Instead of
etnment voters of one party have that thing is ACCURACY. One fa- sentiment the way looks bright
the rapidity of prominent divorce -niggen" will- git a kusin'.
no right to participate- in a cheiii moutroamespaper has this slogan -t Carnisbellsville News-Journal.
actions.
MY grandson passed here on his
of nominees by the opposing parwicuously in its news
way t'o' school. I said, ",Where ant
ties. It must be remembered that rearm
tt.,first-,BUT get it,
A Calloway farmer who got his your batiks?" He said, "Hain't oat
,the candidates chosen Saturday are RIGHT" •
tobacco reducer:re, check the other any." I mid. "You" only need ar
simply nominees Of their party.
It's better to wait six weeks and
day admitted It wee the first time athletic suit and bat and ball'
They are not elected, they are aim- 'art. the count right than get it
We wish to thank .our--41.110
in his life that he ever got paid for When,., te boy .passes 13 years. the •
ply selected by their party to rep-. wrong in six.hours. The *sit is no friends and all who showed kindnothing.
height of his ambition is gamrt
resent it in the conteat With the‘more straining than the heat and ness during the recent illness arid
and other blame foolishness. I
opposing party on openeral electionistrife of the campaign itself. One death of our father and husband.
If you want our respeet de not didn't graduate until I ysas
day
can it least go fishing but if a We pray God's richest blessings on
ten-trs -some intereeting tact abedli years old--"Eagle"
I have-tie more right to Partici- sanstiVe went fishing it mould all of you.
s- Dellinger, as we are of the
pate in a Republican primary to be reported he . was jailed in a
,Mrs. Mort. Enoch sndo '
t
that-the only sensSbie thing to ct6
select a candidate to oppose my neighboring town_
children
with Dillinger is forget him. The
American press shows Its lack bf
self resoest in publishing many
thousands of words concerning him.
The Pirates, young baseball team,
• •.•.
defeated Leon McKeel's team 31
Candidates in their zeal often to 2 in a game on the high school
step too far and both the American field Mondaqe afternoon Joe Henry
Legion and the American Legioe Allbritten pitched and Kelsie OutAuxiliary were forced, in the past land caught for the Pirates while
congressional race, to publish statf- Luther Washburn tossed ''em and
merit that neither were for nor Buell Stalls was behind the plate
against any candidate
for McKeel's nine

Stella Gossip

rarer-roe.

9,1934.
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.We're oat alter a record volume of heathen ter this ever popular yeatbr event! And so we "sheet
the works," figuratively, with these Veining bargains-BIGGER VALUES If ever there were any!
Folks have Seas *trick to profit by Use savings in this Big Sale, and If you, too, want year okays et
these BIGGER VALUES that may never come again, you should set at once and profit by them!
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All Living Room Suites in This Sale
Kroehler Made

"PP

1

rim.

•

4

Pull-up Chair

£5.95
One of there beautifully styli d new chairs
will add a note of
real interest: to your
home.

All Living Room Suites Reduced

• • •

Card of Thanks

1

the 'United

Cabinet Base
With

porcelain top,
cutlery drawer and
compartment.
roomy
A most handy teni
°for the housewife at,

The Ledger in Times is free. as!

Read the Cburified Columns

$59.50
$98.50
$12950
.

Ala

i) •

4$4est

k

ale
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,
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ptirg
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Breakfast Set
It's one of those-feetire-looking gaily decorated -etas that 'look
far more expensive
than-this low price!

All Bed Room Suites Go at Big
s

Reductions'

,3-Piece Walnut Finiich Suite

States today, ap-

outstanding value in this August
sale. Poster•Bed, Vanity and Chest
Here Tian

proximately 54,000,000 people choose
—

2-Piece Kroehler Suite in Tapestry, loose spring cushion
seat and
spring back
2-Piece Kroehler Suite in Mohair. Full
spring construction, finely tailored
2-Piece Kroehler Bed-Davenport Suite in choice
$98.50
tapestry cover; comfortable bed-aavenport
2-Piece Mohair Suite_ with Bed Davenport.
an richly tailored -

-

Pirate Yôungsteis
Beat Opponents, 31-2

"A Sound Bank is the ,.Safe
Place for Your Money"

•

niónry in 13,89k banks

$59•50

3•Piiiiisi -Walnut Thiish Sui
Poster Bed, Vanity and Chest; sturdy
and beautifully styled

where their deposits are protected by
the Federal Deposit Insurance-'.Cor-

Fine
Kroehler
Lounge
Chairs

poration up to the sum of $5,000 'per
depositor

as-,

provided

under

the

amended Banking
_ . Act of 1933.

Cabinet Style

people have selected this --bank to

Efficient burners, port
colain exterior, utensil drawer; many big
featureOl•

safeguard their funds an:d render the

$29.95

In Calloway county hundreds Ot

$19.75
Choice of
Attractive
Colors

financial services they _need. Insured

3-Candle
Lamps

safety, complete facilitiei, And willing
__co-operation

are _their

Floor

guarantee

$4.95

complete banking satisfaetion.

Every fine hotel advahtage atmOderote
cost

$3.95

Bronze plated,
w it.h choice. of
decorated shades.

BANK OF MURRAY
HOTEL

Pier Cabinet
.Here's an
bargain,
great
olsarply reduced as
an
Sale
August
Special__

500 Beautiful
Airy Rooms-Single$1,0 Double $25°
without Bath
Sin9le $2,r Doubles3?3
with Both

Bridge_

LiirriPs
at only

A• ice* refrigerator filled eith lee regularly will save you
money in the long run and give you greater satisfaction than
sos
a( tend presertiste device. No oders. noise at
treuble-jat sound, pure, natural tee delivered when and as
you ‘ant it through thisisetter servke. Our long list of %ensiled &stonier& is your guarantee of service throughout the
',usurer! seams.

mperkind

Boudoir Chair

$4.95

£7.95

A distinctive
style with paper
parchment shade.

Upholstered in pretty
'cretonnes; Yet's. OMMfortable, and low in

Table Lamps

$2.95

price.
A. Liberal Dietossot
For Cash

SmartTable
Walnut finish
Save on one at this
deeply slashed Sale
price'-.

"4.1.e base in a
. • ahoice-of shapes.

$5.95

FREE DELIVERY WITHIN-100 MILES of PADUCAH

In the very
-heart of Louisville.

of ice to many owners of mechanical refrigerators—arid the list is growinz!

We sell lots

SAMPLE ROOMS 83r.%and $5.

NEWLY OPENED-THE STARES
and Cafe Lounge
These
well as the fam—
ous RATHS4LLER are thoroughly
''Wk-ONDrnONED-81.ways 700
Bavarian Bar
new rcjoOMS as

HODES-BURFO

MURRAY CONSUMERS COAL
AND ICE COMPANY
Incorporated)

i
t
•1.'•
TME EUSIIST

,,,M.

constn IN

r

L. WHITNELL, Manages'

•
Satisfied elalt
stomers Built
i , Our Stores

Eochissige Store
Cere4J 4th A Jeff.
Paducah. gy.

_

-

`•M •Safflell•VYFOC'S

Main Store
118-120 No, 4th
Pc.lucati." K,.

:to-woo-ow
,

Sr•nela Store
May field, K r

.racaato

•-•

•

:zoo eiros ossropsw-sa.
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-agierirr7t*'
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THE 1FtW4F.,

Dexter News
Sekool

NWes

During the first weak not peegrins was made. Club were organisel by the scholars which wiU
prove interesting througkoot the
term.
There have been 15 Volumes
added to the school library.
The Dexter school has the largest enrollment in its history.
Plansare being made for athletics with the boys participating
in softball and the girls in batketbell.
•The school campus will be
beautified as the term progresses.
The weeds have been cut and
the campus will be sodded and
trees will be set at an early date.
The parents and patrons are
urged to visit the sclomi and
see the accomplishments of the
students and give their hearty ail
operation to the entire school
system.
Notice--All
singers,
quartets,
duets and everyone Wes bring
your books, you are invited to attend the singing which will be
held Sunday afternoon which will
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U. V. W. Darlington la the /ha**
Dr. J. N. R. Seer& from NowilliteO
will
be the conference
Texas
preacher.
It has been seventeen years since
conference met at Murray. The
entertainment was of high order
et that time, and I am sure it will
be just as good this year.
0. A. Marrs, Pastor

Owens, !Mislead Soma had Tnwtt
Weal eimensuailles are tonality ether- isation closer to the boys who are
NOTICE!
begin ahead 10.$0 ii"clock at the M. the se* Ilst this writing.
K church Were.
Hawley repremelicril 41140-alleater
Mr. end Mrs. Jodie Jones end eeterized by their stability, where- taking vocational agriculture and
at the Fifth Anoual Convention of
Mr. and Mra IttrY Linn of
dattghler, Ore Kee. Of E. 41 as ether industries are -character- to brink the boys to a realiza- 1 All persona inteireated in bidding
tion of what the organization has on school bas reales sheald have
Kentucky Assoeiation of T. F. A. at
ton. Mr. and Mrs. Irma LBW of Louis. IIL, wire Villiers Isere OM ized by their inviability.
DOW9011 Springs Ampere 3-3. .
their bids in the elite at the counMP ether prelibein is even w- to offer them.
Alma were giallets of 56' 400 Ws, the week end. Ur. Jones returnThere was eitlipared to hive
ed to his wort SUnday.
Lowell- -Pow Seledife.
adi* 13111141111110 to that of matsNo method of propagating truth ty seporiateadeat of wheels by I
Adelbert Seeves and Murreil MOON t10 Mane quality of the Is so effective as that which goes P. M. Monday, August 13.
UR SAM SEMI4 elifIttraa at
been 350 resPreellialideVall *BPI
the as chapters in . ;111OutedW.
ensigredia, fit, low* Suede Ike Andrus accompanied by a friend. rale Plaidellea. The rural dis- from the class room agid laboratory
Tlie iseerd reserves its. right to
reject say mid all bids.
several daye with her Weeds, Mr. Stark Veughan. spent Saturday tikes are the mod bed from which to the youth of the land.
In the public sookbal
M. 0. WRATHEIL Sapt.
Carl Carnenisch wet 10101010 000
and Mrs. Ches. Daugherty also and Sunday with home folks. Mr. even the eines are stocked with
The instructien in vocational agin the Essay Contest. &knead .
Mrs. Anna Scott, Mather ot Hr. and Mrs. Will Reeves and family POO*. Upon the character and riculture is systematic and practiPRESBYTERIAN NOTES
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
metered to Hickman Sunday week model ability at this stock, more cal as well as technical It dealsCherry Was district winoer. CaScott.
menisch la of the Berea District
Mr. Clynt Dougherty of Pedueah where the Waive named boys are then upon anything else, dies the With farm observation,' demonstra. Sunday school at 9:45 A. M. and
--Sunday: The Sunday School and Cherry of the Paducah Disspent Saturday night and Sun- at wash on a dam. They all en- greatness of a nation, -and the tions, 'and practice in operative
preaching at 11 o'clock Sunday,
loyed a flak try.
qnality of its civilization ulti- and managing activities. Special
meets promptly at 9:30 A. M., Dr. trict.
day with his dater. Mrs. Scott
August 19. ..The Rev. Dr. Br will
The following are candidates for
Mr. and Mrs. Thaney Jeffrey of =depend. If the native,viger, attention is given problems of disH. M. McElrath, superintendent.
Chas. Egglaan of t St. Louts.
conduct the services on this date.
mental. Of the people tribution of farm. products. It is
arrived Saturdey for week sad Paducah were visite., elanergey
Morning worship at 11 A. M.. American Farmers Degrees: MarWe would like to have all of our
inn Veal of Bryan Station. John.
visit with his parents. Mr. sad Mrs. with Mr. and Mrs. LyrisoloCeiwitay. *WM iseihs, nation* could live adapted to those who are farmpretiching by the pastor.
people and friends present.
The ing and those who are preparing
Every body enjoyed the Mee ile d,. Irma decay
Writ llama&
The
Training
Unions meet Reisz of Owensboro, and Carl
J. C. Barr, Pastor
Fenn* Periner Chapters through- to farm. It is thill type of trainMrs. Clynt Skaggs. Mn. S. It. rains.
promptly at 6:45 P. M. R. W. Carnenisch of !Stanford.
out ths nation are carrying out ing that prepares fur a livelihood
We will have a whopping good
Curd and baby sea. Russel NOM,
Churchill, superintendent.
the building up of mental and and inspires general respect for
Vernon Ford. Mr. and Mrs. Pet
Evening Worship at tee o'clock. time on OW animal outing at Meploseleal vigor. Also the teaching. &overfeed learning.
Mathis motored to Canton. Ky.,
evangelistic sermon by the pastor. tropolis Lake Thursday. Friday,
at initilative, self control, and
•
to spend Thursdry with Mr. and
Tuesday; The Wormiest- Mission- and Si.Surday.
The possibilities of the Future
different uses of farming, trying
Our new advisor. Mr. Kelly,
Mrs. Stott Shoenlelter. Mr. S. R.
ary Society meets as usual at 2:30
farmers of America, the national
Curd accompanied them horne. Mr. -11kinsamd Ciaany is the district to emirates their • parents into -bet- organization of vocational farm
P. M., Mrs. W. T. Sledd, president. will hold a---tobacco-- meeting at
and Mrs Pat Mathis rentained for
.14 the 404 Essay Contest ter wItya_ei Jiving with less work, boys are immeasurable. There is
- Wednesday: --Prayer ' Meeting at Hazel Fridisy night. August 17.
a visit
veneered by The Courier-Journal Mete bilabials, and enough wealth no more helpful sign of prog7:45 P. M., followed by the Week- The curing of' Tobacco by the
Soft Cure Method will be the
Mr. and Mn. Tom Chant end Ilidinend is a member of the Nagel threndli eladint managing to make ress among our farm population.
ly Teachers meeting.
MURRAY METHODIST CHURCH
Mr. and Mrs, John Carroll Wetted
Tamers and a junior' of it.,.
Hurt, '
peesidente chief topic.—E. Cherry.
Dr.
John
,Peter
illeleat
agriculture requires Achievement of the Individual
Sunday with Mr. sad him Robert Meisel high. Tbe essay follows.
of
Union
University, Jackson,
Is made the basis for advancement
Regular morning worship at the Tenn, will preach* the following
It. McDermott -4t Murrell,
Winning for
ENROUTE NORTH OR WEST
'The Oppertemities sad Pmeibillties feesdhesolla
next
from
rank
to
rank
in
the
Future
Methodist church Sunday 11 A. M. Sunday (August 19) at both hours
Notice:—AR pantile inatiested Fee Developing Myra Life in year, and the year after and the
—STOP AT—
Farmers
of
America.
Class
Wokk
preaching by the pastor. Sunday --sme of the esSoutiii` - greatest
in the Smith's Dreveyard clam- America Itsmegb Future Farmers year after that, putting in a great
of
a
high
order,
a
successful
handdeal of careful painstaking work
School at 9:45. Classes for- all preachers.
ing, come prepared with tools to
of Amino'
today, with no prospect of seeing ling of project world, evidence of ages, from Cradle Roll to Adults.
work on third Saturday in August
'A cordial, welcome is extended
thrift,
and
a
practical
demonstraThere will be no preaching at to all to -Come, Worship and
Work will continue all day.
M meal lands the youth are a tangible result for years to tion of leadership are the passVIENNA, ILLINOIS
the evening hour. The pastor is Pray.Joe Threatt, who fell frern a risouldisig et attempting to memlibd come; looking after an interminWHERE I45 JOINS 1.4.B. 45
able number of details day by words to the higher degrees in the taking no vacation, but will be
fruit tree and broke his arm four the destkity et than coy,
Shertest and Best Routes to Chime*
J. E. Skinner, Pastor
or ganizahen.
absent next week in a meeting,
weeks ago, is recovering
very "Youth
pesentits a day, week! by week, month by
Illomment"
and St. foals
"Through
the
leadership
of
the
near
month,
and
Paris.
year by year, in exnicety.
Prelskaa theashout the
FREE INFORMATION
boys
we
may
exFuture
Farmer
Prayer meeting on Wednesday
Miss Tylene Cothran and Laura me• ld today. h , mama the chil- pection at returns so distant
to all points north and west
Jean and John Paul Vick a Pa- d:this own gulbthaik"is s at para- In the future as to lie beyond the pect a new agriculture—an agricul- evening, 7:45 o'clock.
ROOMS, FREE ICE WATER
REST
The Annual Conference, meetducah were visitors with Mrs la mount importheire. -The. develop- visien. of lesser minds. Only the ture lighted by science and organ.
SISCLOR GAS AND INILS
lied to demand an equal share ing November 14, will be with the
men
which
possess
this
kind
of
B. Coursey Friday night
ment *I the tette* citizens aelaralWe Espemally Invite Our
Mrs. J. D. Burnett and son, lY begins at Isethe with the test- capacity are capable of efficient with industry in the country's Murray church this year. Bishop
The
. „ Kentucky Friends
following
boys, Ginath
Billie, C. A. Shaver, Mrs. Rode ily, then eenttheies under the in- agriculture or of efficient indus- gentkal prosperity."
Rowen it Livermore, KY.. motored flusonce of the **Cher and the try of any kind .in their nasal
GRAVEYARD CLEANING
community sad state.
here to spend Sunday with Mrs. ether childrea.
Stafford Curd and sons, Russell
fiedshirer school he tarns to some ..Thus tbe value of Future Farm,-The Cqle's Came GreuncrgraveKeel and Vernon Ford.
business so there 15 enough to do as' Chapters which are growing
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Cleaver, Mr. everyhere along the line of his steacriastly every 'Clay. They teach yard Al' be cleaned Saturday.
and Mrs. °Phis Cleaver, of St. development- at every point. Bat and act in their programs of ag- August 11. .Corne early and bring
Louts, are here for two weeks he mud guide himself and be rieulture benefit, industry, sobriety, Implements for work. All 'interforethought,
vacation visit with Mr. and Mrs. educated so he can stand alone. thrift,
reliability, ested in the burying plot are esker!
sa
Exerett Cleaver and other home At tint a child is helped, but knowledge of natural laws and to be present.
mutual
helpfulness.
These
are
the
Inter on he watts by Manse/. The
Mrs. F. M. Ernestherger left Sun- same applies to moral education— qualities which bring SUCCORS to
day for her home in--Huningdon. youth must be taught to stand a nation, and the possession of the
Qualities
Tenn., after 10 days stay with her Wane.
constitutes,
therefore,
We take this method of expresswhat we call capacity, and ef- ing our sincere appreciation for
daughter. Mrs. Hugh Edwards,
Of all the extractive industries
who was critically 111 but glad to
ficiency
the tender sympathy and helpful
fanning has become, in all civilThe welfare of business men and service tendered us on the ocreport she is slowly, recovering.
ized countries vastly the most imesmiumers depends upon increasing casion of the illness and passing
Little Ildias Mosel Culver is on
portant. In certain small meth
production, and the marketing of of our dear father and companion,
muaithis lumbering and minion
their products to gain the moat D. A. Moore. We shall never forperiod
brief
overshadow
for
a
may
benefit The most obvious way to get the neighbors, relatives, and
farming; but for large areas, and
imam production is by increas- friends who so
lovingly 'minisAm leapt beim. seeder whit, we over bag periods of time, none leg the skill lad
tered unto us. We render, especial
%Nara Sailor Liniment White tesiaissanie• of the other extraeilve Industries
intelgch
work
. ers. A higher
standard tribute to the brother who so
issimiliassi ft ein, a mew do hail wawa can even rival farming.- Farmdn.
• seem of vows*/ blood is
of living, that included- education, oyally and devotedly stood by us
IiIIIMOt
sad sew meets twos ing may last for indefinite periods.
do
ohne emodesa
= by reason of the fact if wisely espsciarly agricultural education, through the suffering of our loved
teshoes we
would accomplish. that result. If one. The beautiful floral offerings
Mk
fowl
managed the soil may he conHolland-Hart Drug Co., Duvall served and renewed and even im- Increased production and a better are acknowledged as tender rerural marketing system is what membtance engraved upon our
Drug Company.
proved. -For this reason altriculwe need, the surest way to get hearts.
acknowledge
with
We
it,- is to develop an intelligent, ef- gratitude the services of Dr. C. B.
ficient, prosperous, contented, cul- Jones. May God bless you all.
tured laboring class.
Come in every time you are in town and take home bargains. No merConn Moore and Family
Without a doubt the most imchandise charged at these reduced prices. An opportunity like this
and Mrs. Frankie Moore
portant , way to raise the standards
does not come often. NOW IS THE TIME!
ef living of he rural people is
A Christian gunty homemaker
through .publig schools. Above all sold 400 fryers for $64. 20 culled
there must be adequate vocational hens for $8, and has 1,50 chickens
education to increase the produc- left for local marketing.
tive capacity of the farmers, for
obviously, they cannot receive
more than they produce.
Our
Laboring people are more productive than those of some other nation precisely because they are
more intelligent. mare efficient,
more prosperous, more contented
and more cultured. Why should
we hesitate to push the policy of
Future Farmers of America to its
-logical conclusion. •
Announced in April, its going stronget than ever hi
The aim of the Future Farmers
organization is to bring the organ"G-3". Goodyear All-

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
Tistas but nearly
everybodk reads it!

Hazel Youth Wins
$10 in Essay_ Contest

ruture

VEACH'S REAL
SERVICE

Hazel F. F. A.
Notes

TURNER'S GREAT

_SAKEITEASY!_
Don't let week day cares rob
yea of beauty and Leisure. For
se greater price than It costa to
weak tit home you can now get
efficient, satisfactory serviee.
Our office is as near as your
phone. Try us for ace week
and yea will never change or
wash at home again.

.

Murray Laundry
PHONE 3113
R M POLLARD, Me.

Carddof Thanks

ONSOLIDATIONg-ALp
400 000

ai

4.1FILL.

TWO BIG STOCKS must be reduced to ONE before September first.
THE CORNER STORE BASEMENT AND THE
FIFTH STREET STORE

Emits Aching
Sore Muscles

REDUCED PRICES TO MOVE MER. CHANDISE WILL BE MADE

sad Sic

YOU WILL SAVE MUCH MORE THAN THE
SALES TAX IN THIS SALE!

T. a. TURNER

tit
Ice Cm=

Here are six attractive ways for serving
Coldbloom famous Ice Cream. Try them at
your next party, luncheon or dinner.
I 1.• Take any dessert glass--put in it several
of the vati-colored Goldbleom tee Cream flavors—one on top of the other--onel top with
fresh fruit syrup, whipped cream and a cherry.
It tastes as delicious as it leeks.

2
.Your favorite flavor of Gelatine's lee
Cream served with any selection of fruits is
always a delightful surorise.

3
.A scoop of Goldbleets lee Cream on top
of a succulent slice of pie—that's perfootiool
.4.
And it's just the thing to make
orite cake appreciated by everying.
5
. And for special parties sea Innolikosonswit's an sisseilent nine to Win a brisk dCssiiyear taw.

Come see the tire that's
the talk of America!

Where World's Fair •
Visitors enjoy the
finest downtown
ACCOMrnodations.
1700 ROOMS
1700 BATRS

•

tenitand'Monroe

Getting More
Mileage Out of
Old Tires
is Neither
SAFE NOR ECONOMICAL
When Safety and

•

Inconvenience

Are
Considered

I

PsiniQvih, Ky.

Chicago:5 Brightest Spot

Trade in Old
Tires

'BUDDY ROGERS

TODA3P,

AND 4$

CALIFORNIA CAVALIERS
swessoirmispoommonsoissos,

-

.4d

Look What Yee

6919isidi

6
. And believe it or not--./nat ittrodrob
people claims thorn's &oathsg vats an *IMMO
_

When You
"G-3" YourWheels —

wes442 °A0AY
Just four blocks
from Grant Pork
whin isth, North
Entrance to the

Moses Ice Cream, ant it in fairly 'thin slices
and use your cooky cutters to fore; it into
shapes. Dip year 000y weater into waists
water between week

*5 Cseldisieent Ins Cream with Peis.
tap of it—Try it!

Autust—this sensational new
Weather. The word's out—spread by-o-cr-ir user*—
that it's even better than we advertise. They say "43%
more non-skid mileage" is too modest. They say its
greater Center Traction grips so much better—stops
cars so much quicker—there's no comparison with
other tires. All of which is sweet music—and makes
our sales zoom! Take a Lew minutes—come see what
it's all about. You'll be Well repaid!

,GOODYEARSPEEDWAY
Tough thick Center Traction
;Treed. Built with Supertwist
Gordo/WS Oversize.,Lifetime
T Guarantee.,
---"*4775-70.
'4:4•41r

$4.95

$5.70

Other sires in peoportion.
Down five mountini
Prwoo‘uslifort to chilinde writhea
/milk* Slats ios. if gni.additional.

NolExtra CiNTI
Flatter, wicietklit,

- Weath'ir,.1._*Tread!
MerelConteaTri4
don06%more nol
kidb
:_ oik 4)3
Heavierjouthes
i
`
id:i
TrelSuportwis
Cord Body and 43
..More Mil
Noir4icid

BEALE MOTOR 'COMPANY
Incorporated
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

a
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eight o'clock
In this meeting a
had Won some sort of a prize
The Hazel Chapter was also pres- discussion of housing and raring
ent at the convention. The Hazel problems will be talcerj ais
boys seed to know just lavhat was has been demonstrated
to be done and how to do it. We that proper curing is one of the
The" Ktrksey chapter of?. Pt •-suggeat- however. -that-the Hazel tine's* important factors in securing
was represented et the State COO- Chapter start a "grow more feed 4, good price
Wets Wear Drag Co_ has placed
volution
last week at
Dawson contest", for they will find a
Springs by Charles Ray, Billie ready market in young Mr Owen, an order for thermometers•and we
Tidwell
Tidwell_ and -Boyce Dixon.
a young man who can certainly will be able to supply hygrometers
dinner. at about the same price as last
We feel somewhat like step-chil- make away with a hotel
dren and nerhaps we acted like He could supple a ready market year.
one, this being the first convention for a hundred acres ir more One
the Chapter has attended. How- wonders how there could be a
ever. Billie and Boyce. our voting "surplus" after he sees those farm
delegates. learned to say "Aye" in boys attack a bunch of grub
Bobby Jones, national president I Arrived too Late for last week)
fine shape. In view of our timidity we were greatly surprised to of F F A.. told the boys of his
The shower that fell last Friday
learo that _the ICarksey Chapter trip to Hawaii and of his belief night tore was a lot of help to
in the future of farming, and when the crops.
he had finished there wasn't a per7
The revival
meetings at Mt.
DR. W. C. OAKLEY
son present who was not thrilled Pleasant and
Sinking
Springs
mind.
4
keen
the
at the personality,
Chiropractor
mosed Friday night with several
Office at Home. ROO West Main and the marvelous flow of words conversions and additions at each
the 17-year-old Ohio farm puce.
aiondayk Wednesdays, Friday* which
boy: possessed.
Burt Wilson has an injured foot.
In Aft-caw:wan
The Princeton Sub-Station inter- We' are hoping it will soon be
1 p. us. to 6 p. us.
,
ested the bo'ys very mueh. - Here better.
Merritt
-Mothers) -and
ir--Wate-is -teeing-'to - salve the
Mrs.
that our own Western Wayne Enoch attended services at
facing. Mt. Pleasant Friday -night. They
Kentucky
farmers are
25-PHONES-24
such as: growing lezpedeza. 'to- also attended the softball game at
10c Size Baking Powder
bacco, crop rotation, soil fertility, Murray Saturday night'
21te Size. 2 lbs.. Argo Starch _
farmers
should
Miss Orene Paschall of Crossetc." Calloway
Teo Cheap-4 lb. Can SnowMe profit greatly by a, visit to the land visited Mr. and Mrs. Barney.
drift
Sk farm The summit Field Day at Paschall last week and attended
3 Cans Salmon
the Sinking Springs meeting.
3 Cans Mackerel ---------lie the Farm :is August 16:
We are all glad to hear of Miss
, 1 Gal. Wasik 'Pickling Vinegar 2$es We hope that every dairyman
Plk and everyone else interested
Opal Lassiter being able to be out
--s24 lbs. Rag Red Bird Flour
since
haying
lk Calloway agriculture will attend again
had t. the
Rippled Wheat. package .
,
2 lb. Can Polk Grapefruit lake lee the. Jersey Picnic next week. Mr. measles.
ese Hughes will act as host to the
Miss 1.ottle Wilson visited Mr.
I Doz. Nice Oranges
ess dairyman this year on the same andlars Lenon Hall the pest week
1 Dos_ Large Lemons
2 lb. Can Sited Pieeapple 14-17e grounds on which the Backus- and attended the Sinking Springs
3 lbs. B B 161,-nd streng coffee See burg home-Coming was held. Dal- meeting.
Jim
Bridges was in Puryeer
ac ry uig remains Ci• fundamental part
Nice Northern Cabbage. lb.
.....5k of Calloway farming and we Saturday night and Sunday visitPeek Nice Potatoes
tee should keep up our . interest in .42. aug aaaseres end Clef
_
21a Size Can Prunes
dairying
Mr. and Mrs. ..Arthur Rodgers
Pay for nice baton. no skippers But your interest in
should not be the only reason for made a flying trip to Murray Satle or Ile.
for
Mr. urday, afternoon to shop.
picnic
Pay in trade for fresh, brown attending the
Miss Croz Baker visited Mr. and
Hughes promises a good time
eggs lee.
The first meeting of the Kirk- Mrs_ John •Cnagg .the past week
1 Rem Matches. 1 Soda. 1 Toilet
err tobacc0" eonnteir school will and attendett-tffe-WORISR Chapel
-bed next Wednesday night at Meeting.-"Bhie Eyes'

kirksey F. F A.
Notes

start. pff on 5'successful term. .
Tom
Wilketson S changing
things about. Murray Lumber Co.
Is putting on a new roof and other
repairs- are being made_ on his
home.
Mrs. Belle Story " of Story's
Chapel was the week end guest of
her sister. Mrs. J. H. Ellis.

ON CAPITOL SCREEN

Whereas inrall-wise and mercis
ful God has seen fit to take from
among us our beloved friend,
neighbor and co-worker, Nat Ryan,
Sr., and transplant his existence
into realms beyond the pale of
death; •
Several deaths have occurred in
Therefore BE IT RESOLVED:
this vicinity recently. _William
First-That this cornnapnity has
Brown Miller' was buried at Old
suffered a distinct loss of a proConcord
Saturday_ and, Connie
gressive and public:spirited citizen
Enoch passed away recently. He
whose influence was felt in every
live near us last year and was
effort of church or civic organizaa fine neighbor. We were sorry
tion to make this loeality a' better
to hear of the death of Mrs. Matplace to live.
tie Beaman.
Second-That the Bank of MurEverybody is rejoicing over a
ray as an organization and esbountiful rain in this neighborpecially the Board of Directors
hood.-"Sunshine".
deeply regret the passing of their
loyal co-worker
whose_ timely

Taylors Store News

•

•

itobt. Swann

la°

Sons

New Concord
notice in soma...,41****-7-4."7*.

MILK
Builds Body
Health!

1
ILA, is the only inexpensive toad

that contains every vitamin necm
essary for good health. It isn't fattening
rather it d'estroys fatty taster and replaces it with firm muscle.
fts calcium (instant is necessary for
the teeth
. makes them white and
itrietig. tor our health's sake drink
.61.7.N.11111.111111.__Delivergelt_yeareluess.
to.. year Aber every siiraing=eir
tamable M groceries

-SUNBURST- PASTEURIZED MILK
IS SAFE MILK!

Their romance threatening her loser's career. ANN /1ARDING as the
heroine in -THE LIFE OF VERGIt WINTERS" pleads with Min to give
firsom
liter ap.fryJOHN
co-s-tarr
humarny.dras
set;moo
rRKO-RadioS
an7dBrilartili
sfiis
elrirsw=us
Tuesday and Wednesdas at the Capitol Theatre.
--

Patients admitted to thee- Mason
Hospital this week:
- Wyatt -Murray: Eldon
Caton. Waverly, Ky.; Miss Lonnie
White, Hazel; Miss Floy Rumfelt,
Murray: Price Doyle, Murray; J.
M. Mullin, Mobley. Tenn.. Mn,,
Cecil
Johnson.
Centralia, Ill;
Charles Cherry, Paris; V. Johnson,
Hardin. John F. Deignan, Worcester. Mass,:
Martha Willoughby,
Murray; Mrs. Roscoe Staples, Hardin; Mrs. Della Trousdale, Mur- I
ray; Miss Lorene Davidson. Putyear; Jessie
Shepard. Benton;
Audie Meadows. Evansville. Ind.:
J. R. Pearinge_n. Dyersburg. Tenn.;
Charles Jones, Hazel
Patients
dismissed
from the
Mason Hospital this week:
Eldon Caton. Waverly; -Miss Floy
Reretelr adLizrase Mrs. J. D. Wile;
ford, Lowek Price Deirle, Murray;
Charles Morris, Muiray; Frank
White. -Hazel; Cecil Johnson. Centralia. Ill.; W. M. Browning. McKenzie. Tents.: Miss Buna May Be!yew. Sulphur Springs, Tenn.; J.
Pearingen,'Dyersburg, Tenn.; K,
V. Johnson. Hardin: Martha Willoughby, Murray.

His pupils are, taking quite a bit
We were so glad to see Mr,
of Interest in their work.
and
Harris Parks at church
'SD. and Mrs. Bill Warn motored again.
tei Tobacco Sunday afternoon'. His
We were sorry indeed that Mr.
father returned_ home with them and Mrs. T. A. Beaman could not
for a short 'visit. Mr. Warn has attend at all. We are also sorry
been very ill.
Mrs. Cletus Guthrie was not able
to come but hope all of them can
Listen folks! On Fyida_y
August 17. there will- be a pie be back again soon.
We will surely be glad when
supper on the ground at Sulphur
Springs church The proceeds will _Mrs Garnett Morris can come back
be for the church... Conte and te her. Sunday School class. We
bring someone wth you.-"Roses are doing nicely but hope she will
return soon.
.
There were several professions
.44,1
WIIISV)---baseciaed - Saturday morning at Martin Chapel
rreek by our pastor, the Rev. J.
I have been absent for several J. Gough. Some six or eight jofnweeks on accotmt of ill heattft-hew tiff by:letter.
I am coming hack: again this week - We fell down on our Sunday
-=nty strawben% growZ
Jo make a report of our wonder- School attendance a little last
era were unable to supply the
ful-meeting at this place
Sunday with only 87 present. I. -tnarleet., from 23 acres_
W T
We had the Rev. Geo. Boston wash we could have over 100 Stroris sold 347 quarts from one
back with us this time. He was priment every Sunday.
acre
one of the best preachers I ever
Our school lyegaw *fdlte, morning
heard-andoy believe eillayone that at South Howarst A nice openheard him will agree with me.- ing
with 38 enrolled. Several
We are all glad "Uncle" Johnftie were absent on account of sickMsfers-ainjoyed every serrron With ness. A large number of parents
US
was present to help Mr. Cooper

the dfouth
We are
sorry for those people but'glad to
say we have been blessed with
plenty of rain. Crops are looking
fine. We have had a fairly good
season through the year. Every
one is busy, -even to the women
who are busy canning' and putting
up food for the later season.
There is a bountiful trop of
peaches but very few apples.,,in
this section.
Many of the farmers have just
received their tobacco reductiod
checks. We are hoping our next
tobacco check Will be larger than....
the last one,
Farmers in this section seem to
be setting interested in the -cotton reduction- and. is just about all
the talk you hear.
"
•
Glen Kline carried a load of
wheat to the Lynn Grove Mill last
Salurday. Bro, Baker of Hazel
assisted Bro. Hurley in .the revival meeting at Sulphur Springs
last week. We had fine preaching and only wish more could have
attended and hear him. There
were four additions to the church
one -member having been baptized
in infancy
The other two, •Miss
Pearl Barley and Taylor,Valentme
will be baptized next 'fourth Sub day in afternoon of August 26
by the pastor. Br.
Z Hurley
at Dog Creek on the Providence
road at 2 o'clock_ Our good pastor.
will preach at the water's edge instead of haying services at the.
_and hear him _art,
Baker .did Some wonderful preaching here. We appreciated.his great
messages and hope we may hear
him again
Is proereiiing-riieely
with his music school at this place

Sinking Springs

_CALL 19.1

—ALL---

Silk Dresses
TO GO AT
$1.98

$2.98

S3.98

ONE LOT OF WASH DRESSES
79c 98c $1'98
Full Fashioned
CHIFFON

WHITE HATS

HOSE
69c

Now

-49c

tie;like The
iuxures
of the Melbourne -they lee the hoe
food and the economical rotes.

concrete - and, also much
more thrifty.
You see better 'at nightstop quicker even in the rain
-and save as much as $20
per thousand miles Oh gas,
oil, tires and repairs.

GP Giar_A7110IUSE

Atinae.

400 Rooms

VERY

Send this coupon for *booklet which proves that many of
your motoring dollars can be
saved by more concrete roads

$250
fvom

•

single

Nall** .•.• a.*

.....

.•......
MO

...

or.• :1*
•
— a

av.44._

Cia

-sigsllwarnS"

94:1;0

s

uu

Wonderful food

COFFEE SHOP
Seating 300
/
e--•

OTHER SOUTHWEST HOTELS
tdAUESTiC Flot Saxes Notiend
HOTEL MARMON Len Pon ni

POITLAND CIAAINT ASSOCIATION
4t0 Mordeimts Beak 1314.
Ind.

Street•

"

The cceriforts.theCOTIVCA.
enoes.the luxuries. and
the friendly otrnosehere
crf rain own home greet
you when you stay at ths
Wilharri Len...Circulating
fm
es .oced
in esery room
250 ROOMS WIT11 BATH

car is more fun,
E more safe,
more swift on

WITH BAT IN,

Ein

WILLIAM
HOTEL

AS YOU RIDE
ON CONCRETE

Thrift, wise buying, is not always a matter of
price. Quality from lines of assured high quality
merchandise must be considered in thrifty buying.
LEE & ELLIOTT'S has always handled the best
possible merchandise and many Murray housewives
are appreciative of this fact and simply leave their
order with us without any shopping and trouble
on their part.

_ - Our Delivery Service is Prcenpt an4
Courteously Executed
Place YOur Order With Us ..
TODAY!

Lee 8iE11iott
EAST §PDE

Embassy SALAD DRESSING
25c
Quart jar
C. CTuI-CATSUV,
10c
Large 14-oz. Bottle
I
Stuffed OLIVES,
33c
16-oz. jar,
LIFEBUOY SOAP,3 bars 19c
Quart TIN CANS,dozen. 45c
Penn-Rad MOTOR OIL,
Medium or heavy, 2 gal. can $1.17
, .08
- Tax

s(our Home in Tennesee...

RELAX

Quality in Foods

7 LARGE 16-0Z BARS
25c
O-K SOAP
SALMON Fancy Pink 2 Tall Cans 23c Fancy C. C. Red Tall Can 19c
BRAND
10c
2 Can
RED PITTED CHERRIES .AVONNo.DALE
STANDARD PEAS New 1934 Pack 3 NO, 2 CANS 29c
Monte or 9 No. 2 1-2 Cans 7c 9 No. 2
PINEAPPLE Del
Country Club Li
"Cans 31c
DEL MONTE OR Halves or Sliced
2 No. 2 1-2 Cans 33c
PEACHES COUNTRY
CLUB

Total

-7/19,0111.QX1.

It's Thrifty—It's Wise----to Buy

4

East Side of Square

they inva-riabiy
- seed the Melbaufne nth
They'fiesitsaFdenctid locatiori in ew leer
of a gzin shopper/ detect, *HI the fined
theatres withw e bloat.

That a copy of'these resolutions be spread upon the Minutes
of the Bank of Merray and retained-in permanent file, that a
copy be sent to the family of the
deceased, and a copy be sent for
publication in the Ledger & Times.
Respectfully Submitted,Trernon Beale. J. H.
Churchill. E. S.
Diuguid, Sr.
Committee on Refolntions

REGARDLESS OF FORMER PRICES

Davis Dress Shoppe

Murray Milk Products Co.
/wit
Si. Louis.

counsel and hearty fellowship will
be sorely numbed.
Third-That this Board of 'Directors as a group and as individuals
take courage and comfort from the
Life of our beloved citizen and
seek to emulate the good In his
life ever cherishing his associations with us in tenderest memory.
FINAL Be It Resolved:

Hospital News

Saturday-Prices

-

Resolutions"

cnew61&w in", Kant tAFAYtTlf. Utile &stet

M

PH IS
jewierr
,
ALE
N Ar MONROE

$1.25

Tomato or Mustard Sardines
25c
3 Oval cans
KRAUT,
Large 2 1-2 can

10c

Post Toasties or Kellogg& Corn Flakes, 3 pkgs. 20c
RINSO, Small pkg.
Large pkg.

8c
20c

CERTO, bottle

25c

OVALTINE,
Regular 50c size

43c

10 POUNDS
54c
PURE CANE SUGAR
BULK
3 POUNDS
25c
LARD
POUND
18c
SWIFT'S RADIO BACON
SHANKLESS PICNIC HAMS Armour's Melrose LB. 15c
COUNTRY CLUB ROLL BUTTER POUND 27
SUNKIST BRAND
DOZEN
LEMONS —
3 POUNDS
10c
CABBAGE

Carrots, Beets, Turnips, Radishes, Green Onions, bunch

5c

5-Dozen
2 HEADS 15c
HEAD LETTUCE
ye
POUND
LEAF LETTUCE
12
LP-3CE GOLDEN YELLOW
Dozen 19c
BANANAS
Size

see"

'

a

_

1"
5.

./
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"Signed and delivered pursuant meths, laterals, and connections,
Detroit several monis ago.
constructinneimprovements thereAnnouncement has also been re- to, and to issue bonds for the pur- to a resolution of the Hoard Of all easements, rights of way, rights
The Sunday services of Camp ceived of the marriage of Dennis pose of fniancing the establishment Directors of the Murray -Sewerage and privileges, all furniture, fixMurray. which were conducted by Kelley, son of Gatlin Kelley and of same; and
Company, duly authorised thereun- tures and equipment, and all other
the Rev. J. Jn. Skinner, First Bap- the line :Mrs. Hume Panchen KelBy Wm. H. Martin, Jr.
WHEREAS.the Murray Sewerage to by written consent of the steak- property whatsoever belonging to
net Church, Murray. were highly ley. on July 28.
Company, a corporation of Ken- hoic ?rs, this November 21st. 1933. said company, whether ejusdern
Tremon Beale, Presideet
generis or otherwise, except cash
Both of these young men former- tuelte. with principal place of busiA detachement of 81 enrollees appreciated and attended by 135
men. - In the near future we hope ly lived in
J. D. Sexton. Secretary
on hand and in bank and accounts
this' vicinity and_ have ness at Murray. Ky., is the owner of
from the proveesing point, Fort to have an,
attendance record of many relatives and friends who a. certain sewerage system consist- STATE OF KENT1JCKY
and bills receivable, and that it
keox, Ky., arrived teat Wednes- 100 per cent.
pay said Company for said propjoin in best wishes.
SS
ing of mains, laterals, connections.
day as replacements for losses
erty the sum of Twenty-Four
Mrs. Goldie Lovier and son. Ru- disposal plant and incideptal prop- COUNTY OF CALLOWAY
caused by discharge on June 30,
"1, L. L. Dunn, a Notary Public Thousnad Dollars ($24,000.00) in
pert, also spent from Tuesday erties, the greater part of which are
1934. The group commanded by
I until Saturday here visiting rela- located within said City, and an- In and 'for the state and county ash, same to be paid as soon as
1st. Lieut. Allen G. Shipley, repretives. They left for their home other and smaller part of which, 'aforesaid, certify that the ferego- the, funds therefor shall have
sented northern and western Kenin
Detroit Saturday.
consisting of mains, laterals and ing option from the Murray Sewer- become available, as set out in
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Luther
Deering
tucky. They were welcomed by
Therevival meeting at Green connections, is located outside of age Company to the City of Mur- Section 5 hereof, infra, and the
dinner
guests last
Lieutenant Smith and Mr. E. H. entertained
Plain church last week With Elder the limits andsin the environs 'of ray, was this day produced to me right of the Board of Council to
Ashbrook. camp superintendent. 'Thursday In hotter of their daughin my office by Tremors' Beale, purchase said property shall have
ter, Mn. Arley Lovier, and Mr. Charley Taylor as evangelist, re- said City; and
4111who explathei the past record of
sulted in several. additions.
saidnailakray Sewer- President, and J. D. Sexton, Secre- become absolute by operation of
Levier;
and
WHEREAS,
their
friend,
Mr.
MarIlIrthe camp and its relation to the
Mr. and Mrs. Less Jones enter- age Company has heretofore grant- tary, of the Murray Sewerage Com- law.
tin.
city and invited them to join the
Section 3. That saki sewerage
tained the young people with a ed to said City an option for the pany, and was by each of them acThose present were, Mr. Deervarious _welfare activities of the
musical in their home last Thurs- porehase of its entire sewerage sys- knowledged, in his official capici- system so purchased shall become
ing's mother • and nephew, Master
post.
and be part of the municipal
day evening.
tem, which option 'is in words and ty. to be his act and deed.
James Deering of Tennessee; Mr.
Bro. John Clark filled the pul- figures as follows, towit:
"Given under my hand and seal, sewer system of-the City, and shall
The Cubs, or what was left of and Mrs. Eston Paschall, Mr. and pit here
Sunday morning. Bro. "MURRAY SEWERAGE COMPANY this 21st day of November, 1933.— be extended and improved, and
them over the week end, were Mrs. Gaylon ,Paschall and little Clark haled a revival here
several
L. L. Dunn, Notary Public. My Sewer Revenue Bonds shall be
OPTION
son.
winners in another camp match
issued against said sewer system
years ago.
"Whereas, the City of Murray, a commission expires May 8, 1937."
In a hatly, contested game. They
Mr. and Mrs. Arlie Lovler and
and the extensions and ImproveMr. and Mrs. Atheet Lassiter' of munkigiarcorporatton of the*AL)
'werenoppeatei by a Veep 'of of-Martin- Of Detroit Mr. and Murray, were dinner guests of
And, Whereas, the City of Mur- ments to be made thereto, in the
of Kentucky, proposes to construct
firers, foresters, and enriallees cap- Mrs. Hubert Deering of Graves Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Wrather Sunday and maintain an efficient and com- ray has heretofore applied to the manner set out in said Ordinance
tained by Foreman Givins.
county, and Mr. and Mrs. Luther and they drove over to Wiswell
plete sewerage neatens, to serve said Federal Emergency Public Works No. 52; and all of the provisions
Deering and son, CaPitola.
to the home of the late Douglas City and some of its environs, and Administratlon for a loan and grant of said ordinance relating to said
It is almost inspection time again.
• Moore, where Bro. Clark assisted
end proposes. to purchase for the purpose of purchasing bond issue: the amount, terms,
Every man is. on his toes in prepBrent. Phillips, son of Mr. and Bros. Hurley and Oce Wrather to that
the present system of the Murray said sewerage system and con- denominate:Int maturities, interest
aration for the general inspection Mrs. toy Phillips, wrote last week with Mr. Moore's funeral at
3 P.
'price structing extensions and improve- rate, payments, amortizations, colby Brigadier General Guy V. Hen- of his marriage July 28. Mr, Phil- M. Sunday. Mr. Moore was reared Sewerage Company for the
provided
it can ments thereto and said applica- lections and disposal or sewer
hereinafter
set
out,
-in which is to take place this lips enerted a business college at In this vicinity and
was an active finance such project in a manner tion has been approved by the revenue, here+, defaults, continmember of this church- before authorized by law; and
Federal Emergency Administrator gencies, and all other terms and
conditions of said Ordinance whattransferring his -membership when
"Whereas, said city proposes to of Public Works;
he left this neighborhood.
Mr. have certain investigations, surveys
NOW, THEREFORE, the Board soever relating to same, are hereJoseph Moore, Murray, is the only and estimates made of the cost of of, Council of the City of Murrray, by adopted and made a part hereof as fully as if specifically set
surviving child of the seven broth- extending, completing and improv- fty., do ordain as follows:
rs and sister.
That it is neceesary Celt herein.
ing the pre:eget-inner:G. of said
Singers hem" severat--commtmit-, raY Sewerage Company, and of the that a municipal sewer system be
Section 4,
That immediately
ties took part in the singing here possibility of obtaining the nuances established in the City of Mur- after the adoption of this ordinance
Sunday _afternoon, which was en- With which to purchase and extend ray by-the purchase of the exist- there shall be published in the
joyed by a large audience:
asid-systam; by svaarion of.which All- jug system of the Murray Sewerage Ledger & Times, a weekly 'newsMany revivals are yet to be vestigations, surveys and estimates Company and the construction of paper published at Murray, Kenheld. 11 in doubt 'anent salvation,
a is d
imnrovemeets tucky, pursuant to the provisions
said city will Meer considerable extensions
remember by grace are we saved
thereto.
of Section 2741 1-25, a statement
expense;
through faith and not ,by works
,. "Now, therefore, for sod in con- 'n Section 2. That the cttyof setting out the agreement of purand that in John I 510, "He that
sideration of said surveys and esti- Murray exercise the option here- chase as represented by said opeatlessin tha.ata sat .Gods.
ariet investigations, made to/vre granted to it by the Mur- tion and this , ordinance, and setthe witness in himself".
and to be made by said city, in lay Sewerage Company on the ting out the purchase price, inter.:
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Phillips and
payment 21st day of November, 1933, as eat rate, condition of plant, and
consideration
of
the
children, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Orr by said city to said Murray hineinbefore set out, and that it the possible depreciation' and rerecently visiten s their. relatives,
chase inane said, Company- all- -pane- thereto; -end -the- Meyer
Sewerage Company of the sum
Mr: and Fars. E. Wright of Bruceof Ten Dollars 410.00) in cash, re- of said Company's property, both City Clerk are hereby authorized
ton, Tenn., and also went to Nashceipt of which is hereby acknowl- that within and that without the and directed to have...such ,publiville on a pleasure trip.
edged, and for other good and val- City of Murray, and both tangible cation made.
Section 5.
That as soon as
uable considerations, the said Mur- and intangible, including all sewer
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH'''
. ray Sewerage Company does hereSunday school at 9:30. W. Z.
by give and grant unto said City of
Carter. superintendent. Come and
Murray the right and option to purbring others.
chase, at any time within twelve
Communion at 19:30. No preachmonths from the date hereof, for
ing service, Sunday morning. Pasthe purchase price of Twenty-four
tor in a meeting at Mt. Herman.
Thousand Dollars i$24,000.00) in
W. D. Daugherty sell preach at
cash, all of 'the property of said
7:45
o'clock 'Sunday
evening.
Murray Swerage Company, both
Everybody cordially invited to hear
that within and that without the
him.
City of Murray, and both tangible
Christian Endeavor Sunday evAI
and intangible, including all sewer
ening at 700 o'clock:
it
mains,- laterals, and connections, all
Prayer meeting Wednesday night
easements, rights of way, rights and
at 7:45 o'clock.
privileges, all furniture, fixtures,
Official leper& meetinsn Moaden.4
arid equipment, and all other propnight, August -13, at 7:30 o'clock
whatsoever belonging to said
in the pastor's study. Every elder erty
company, whether ejusclem generis
and deacon urged to be present.
or otherwise, except cash on hand
"ALL ALWAYS WELCOME".
and in bank and accounts arid bills
"Ea
E. B. Motley." Pastor
receivable.,
"This option
'
shall expire on the
21st day of November, 1934, unless
BEING AN ORDINANCE PRO- said optioree, City of Murray, shall
VIDING FOR THE ESTABLISH- on or - before such day give notice
MENT OF A MUNICIPAL SEW- in writininof its acceptance thereER SYSTEM FOR THE CITY OF of and of its election to purchase
MURRAY BY PURCHASE OF THE said prorierty on said terms, in
EXISTING
SYSTEM OF-THE which ease the sale shall be comMURRAY SEWEItAGE COMPANY pleted, the purchase money paid,
AND CONSTRUCTING OF EX- and a deed and bill of sale, transTENSIONS THERETO, DECLAR- ferring said property to the opING SAID ESTABLISHMENT AND tionee, sball be executed and dePURCHASE TO DE A NECESSITY livered by the proper officers of
AND ORDERING THE PURCHASE said Sewerage Company.
OF SAID SYSTEM PURSUANT TO
"This option Stall not be assign•It's true. This Norge actuAN OPTION. HERETOFORE able.
ally makes ice faster as the
GRANTED AND ORDERING THE
weather gets hotter; That's
ISSUANCE
TO FINANCE THE PURCHASE
because of the famous Rolla.
4/
AND ESTABLISHMENT OF THE
tar col-making mechanism.
"Such a Good Laxative," Says Nurse
SAME; ALL IN ACCORDANCE
Only Norge gives you the
Fesher
home
in
Writing from
WITH
THE PROVISIONS OF
tus, Mo., Mrs. Anna LaPlante says:
many_adivantages of Rollatoc
CHAPTER 92 OF THE InIn ACTS "I am a practical nurse and I recRefrigeration. Come in and
OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY ommend to some of my patients
see the Norae today,
OF KENTUCKY, AS AMENDED.
that they take Black-Draught, for
WHEREAS, under the provisions It is such a good laxative. I took
of Chapter 92 of the 1930 Acts of it for constipation, headache and a,
the General Assembly of Kentecky, dull feeling that I had so much. A
the saving'
—..
few doses of Black-Draught—and
as amended by Chapter 104eof the I felt just fine."
affected by Chevrolet's
East Side Square
1932 Acts of said General A.S.10111Because so many people know from
having used It that Medford's StackNext to Scott-Lassiter Hardware Co.
great economy, rugged coustxuction
bly, the City is authorized to es.
e taxii
rzught:
is a gzod. prig
ele
.
y.
vefettbl
u
i
D
iv
,tablish a municipal sewer system by
and outstanding dependability has recently been
every year.
purchasing an existing system and
added a saving of as much as $50 in the purchase prioe:'You

CAMP MURRAY
CHATTERS

S. Pleasant Grove

funds for the purchaip of said Dollars ($24,000.00) in cash.
sewerage system shall have become
INTEREST RATE: Since the
available, pursuant to a certain purchase is for cash, there will be
loan and grant agreement between no interest on deferred obligethe City and the United Stales et leanit for the purchase price. Sewer
America, as contemplated by Or- Revenue Bonds, however, will be
dinance No. 51, heretofore en- issued to provide funds with which
acted, and the right of the council to make the
purshaae. These
to purchase said system shall have bonds will bear interest at fon;
become absolute, following the per cent (4%) per 81111UM, payable
aforementioned' -publication, the semi-annually, and will mature
Mayor shalinbe, and he is hereby, serially through a Period of 25
authorized and directed to give years.
proper notice in writing to said
CONDITION OS PLANT: Zags
Murray Sewerage Company of the
for the City have declared
City's acceptance of said option neeis
system (with exception Of
the
and its election to purchase theredisposal plant) to be in excellent
under.
condition; have entimatedathe cost
This ordinance shall take erfeet
system (excluding
of replacing
Irons and after its Adoption and eosts of cutting through and republication, according to law.
plating asphalt streets, which has
Adopted. this 179s day of. July. been estimated at ($8,700.00) at
1934.
432,370.00. The existing disposal
W. S. SWANN, , plant and outfall sewer, which are
Mayor
figured in the foregoing appraisal
Attest:
at $2.100.00, are to be discarded.
Chan B. Grogan,
DEPRECIATION: The engineers
City Clerk
,
have figured depreciation en disNOTICE OF PURCHASE OF
posal plant and outfall sewer at
MURRAY SEWERAGE SYSTEM 100%; on mains, laterals and other
Notice is bereby given that the properties at 11
/
4, making, a total
Board, of Council of the City of depreciation of f4,60.00.
Murray, Ky., proposes to purchase
REPAIRS: No repairs on mains,
for the City the entire sewerage laterals and connections will be
system of the Murray Sewerage necessary. The disposal plant will
Company, Pursuant to the contract have tone. replaced.
represented by the option set out
For further details, see report of
in the foregoing ordinance and Chester Engineers now on file in
said ordinance accepting same, in- the office of.. the city Clerk,
cluding all property mentioned
W. S. SWANN,
and covered by said option;
Mayor
PURCHASE PRICE: That the Attest:
purchase price of said sewerage
Chas. B. Orogan,
system is Twenty-Four Thousand
City Clerk

IT MAKES ICE

4

AS THE WEATHER GETS

hotter

,

SETTLEMENT NOTICE
All

persons knowing themselves indebted to
the firm of Keys-Houston will please come forward
at your earliest convenience and make satieinetory settlement of woo.
(Signed)

Mrs. Polly G. KeysExeciltrix

Dr.
—E. B. Houston

THE TRUCK THAT COSTS SO

cy

25c
19c
10c
29c
31c
33c

./

11

ter iut-n,

ORDINANCE NO. 53

11011GEred-z,

nes
25c

"4"1140
,

YOU CAN OWN A NORGE
FOR A$ LITTLE AS

. 10c

New
L
Chevro/et
argest
Selling
Valve-in-fiead Sbc
?ruck
hi the
Aieeerde World

BLACK-DRAUGHT

10 per cent down

20c
. 8c
20c

RILEY RADIO CO.

25c

can now obtain a big, fast Chevrolet truck for every purpose at
prices among the lowest for which Chevrolet trucks have ever been
sold. And these low prices bring you the same features that have

Patrons of Water
& Light Co.

made Chevrolet trucks so popular in every hauling field—the valveinahead, six-cylinder engine,.-the sturdy

heavy frame, axle, and

Your Water and Electric Account
is due and payable BY THE 15th
OF THIS MONTI-I.

hassling-costs, and how easy they are to buy at these new low
combined with convenient

prices

terms.

CadiVg0LrT 40-110R COMEA NY, DETROIT, MU:RICAN
Compare alesrelet7s, R•wiertvered prices and easy G.M.A.C. tenni
.4 Geteref Motors Valise

Services will be DISCONTINUED AFTER 15th if not paid.
QUICK REPAIR SERVICE!
_ Our shop is epuipped to give you
quick repair service on your car. Come in
and try us.

Z1
/
2

Photie,97

West Main Street
r

5.

)

J

r
•

-

•--uu

•

•

AMOUNT

MODEL
Utility Long Chassis.

Di

REDUCTION

• • $515

535
Utility Chassis and Cab •
575
Dual Chassis and Cab . • • 595
Utility Long Chassis and Cab 605
Dual Long Chassis and Cab • 625
Utility Panel
750
Dual Cab and Stake Body. • 680
Dual Long Cab and Stake Body 740

Dual Long Chassis . . . •

$50
50
SO
SO
50
SO
SO
50
50'

Atom Are Ins prior. 1snietesse curs Lai. of Plat. Ifichigan.
SP•ciol equipmrst est.. l'ruu, subject to clump 1. itholUt Muth*.

.
OL
-IIIESII A .7..VelUt!trEIWILUIT

FARMER-PURDOM MOTOR CO., Inc.

Kentucky

Murray

Murray,
Ky.
•

-•

NEW
REDUa0
PRICES

/CH EVROiT
:
-

;TRUCKS

KENTUCKY - TENNESSEE
LIGHT AND POWER CO.

PHONE 300

•.• •

,sso

much as

6CYLINDER VALVE-/N-HEAD

YOUR Car

Southwest Corner of
Square

19'

CHEVROLET

Please arrange to pay your account at the office and save embarassment, as no money will be
accepted elsewhere.

Beaman's Garage

c

vi-.A.Arronerulltenne-"`.. .

bodies—the exceptionally

transmission. Your Chevrolet dealer will

gladly show you how Chevrolet trucks (tin help to reduce your

Let US Care for

c()sts as

11°

43c

54c
25c
16c
15c
27`
it..
10c
sc
15c

now

t4

Murray, Kentucky

fseleenes
".1

•
•
'

•

•
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Jim Henry Garrison was able to 'week end in Bloomington, Ind., as now doubtless have all the had the remainder of summer and the t
steers $17509.00; slaughter heifers conducted under a tent.
return to his home from the Keys- guests, of, Mr. and Mre. George play out of their systems and
bet- fall season.
$2.25149.00; slaughter heifers $225 .We are expecting all these serHouston Hospital this week
Ilidd Overbey.
tee exhibitions may be witnessed.
During the past week, we showed I 06.75.
vices to be well attended. We are
Mrs. R. R Meloan left last SatMrs. Reubie
Wear
Bell of It only costs a jitney to witness a several knock-outs
hut that
N. Y. PRODUCE
urday tar By. Louis to visit her Memphis is la guest, in ths home pair
hoping that much and lasting good
games and if you dart was just a warm-up for what was
;sister. Mrs. Lana Thorntors Mrs, of Me Boyd Wear and !seta's
NEW YORK. Mug, 8,-Live poul- may
like Ssen. yosi can leave any time. mining. In this Program .is -a
...
.
_
be accomplished as a re_
.
Minciall will return Friday.
Mr. and M1i. 0. F. Perdue and And some of the games are well group of pictures that has and try, market steady. Broilers. ex- stilt of these meetings.
Idiss Flo Imes retianed Friday daughters. Edna Jeanne and Rose worth many times the admission. will break Ir00O3'els
by Mr. and
will
everywhere. plass 10V2-gç fowls, freight
services
continue
is Ruth Virginia _Hale has re- formerly occupied
The
from a two weeks tour into Mark of Paducah were week-end
Tonight another battle for the Just look for yourself-'-.Charles 16c; express 13S/17c, other Freight through August 26.
st:Wiled home after visiting relatives Mrs. James Deweese.
Chicago
Canada.
end
-points
.of
and
express
unchanged.
Visitors_
wan
relatives.
Mies
Unit lead is on with Jones DriVrneet- Farrell and Janet Gaynor in'
Mr. and Mrs Claude Kingins
lEevri She was. accorepastio4
A cordial invitation Is extended
interest in the North.
Jeanne remained .as house_ guest ing Model Cleaners in the open- "Change of Heart", Ann Harding
and daughter will return to Deby het cousin, Miss Jetta
to all. Come, let's have a great
°.
Mrs.
B.
S.
Bomar,
MEETING
Paducah,
of
AT
Charlotte
Mai
WATER
COLD
Wear
- meeting!
tag fracas, Jones - can tie but and John Boles in "The Life of
• alaumn of Bandana. who Will troit next week. They have berri visited
her sister Miss Nell Worthy
Mrs. Shelton Canady. vzhe has I should the Cleaners again stand Vergie Winters". Myrna Loy and
WILL OPEN AVGUST 11
visiting his parents,' Mr. end Mrs.
Committee
visit here for two weeks.
and
Worthy
Willie
Miss
last
week been quite ill at the Keys-Moos- off a bid for their place on the George Brent in "Starnbool Queer,
Word has been received here C. B. Kingins, Coldwater, for end.
ton Hospitsl for several weeks, top rting they will be two games "Stand Up and Cheer" with
On Wednesday night at 7;45, Is
WarMeade county farmers have had
that L. A Alderson was hurt in several days.
The Rev. 0. A. Marrs coedected was able to return to her home in out ikeet. in the fina: Sunburst ne.r Baxter, Shirley Temple
Paul Dailey. of Put year. Tenn..
and H. Pogue will been • series of 900 tons of rock crushed by the
a car accident near Cody, Wyo.
Hamlin
service
the
today.
the
of
Paris
E.
M.
'
Cast
of
inset
Bluebird.
meetings
2000,
at
Joan Crawford in
Coldwater Church of state crusher, sexing approximate.
The man that was driving the was an operative patient at the church lest Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Bailey had
"Sadie McKee", Constance Ben- Christ. These meetings will be
• automobile was instantly killed. Clinic-Hospital_ Saturday snd is
..
as
theiF
Mrs.
dinner
Jake
Dunn
and
children
guests
nett
Sunday,
in "Moulin Rouge", Cary
Friday Night
Mr. Alderson is reported doing doing nicely.
C. T. Torreyson returned to and Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Dunn Mrs. John Tarver, Furfreesbaro,
The hapless Bluebirds lost an- Grant in "Ladies Should Listen,
'nicely at present.
•
Tenn.,
children
and
and
Mr.
Mrs.
funeral
attended
the
John
%%anal'. other tight game in the opening, Jean Harlow in "Girl From MisJohn T. Wall underwent an Memphis Tuesday after spending services of
Mrs Polly Dunn Pot- and Mr. and Mrs Whitt Ink* of bowing to the
souri".
Ma.
West
in
"Belle
Mrs.
and
C.
Mr.
with
several
days
of
the
Parker
Bros_
Greas'operation for the removal - of tonter at Shady Grove. Tenn.. Mon- Almo.
ers 4 to 3 in eight innings It Nineties." Have you ever seen a
sils at _ the Keys-Houston Hospital H. Torreyeort West Main street. day afternoon.
Mr. and MrS. Shelby Davis
iiceike
marriage
issued
A
was
.
was one of the best-played games greate,r-line-up of pictures? That
this week.
Mrs. Harry Wilcox is much im- and Mr. and Mrs. Tom Parker of the season
and a tough one is only a few and there's plenty
.and and Mrs. Aubrey Steely this week to C. H. Curd and Gel- proved
at the Clinic-Hospital fol- have returned from Louisville.
for the victoryless Bluebirds to more coming. We pledged ourhad as their dinner guests. Sun- die McKeel Dunn. both of Mur- lowing a-reeent operation.
Dr. K
14(msien. '
10
,11- Mies- sirop. Two or three *regulars were selves to give the people ofMtus
day. Mr. and Mrs Clean Cunning- ray.
Dr. and Mrs. D. F. McConnell ton and Mrs Hugh
HOklaton out of the Bluebird lineup. Doc ray the finest in screen entertainl'orrewisii • spent the
Mrs. C:
ham and baby; Ganda June. Mrs.
and lion. David Holton, Fort are in Chicago Jr a teiti.,410tt Care pitched
visiting
parents
her
teteitis
end
in
a swell game for ment.
Sank
itti...kad Mrs Verbie
Worth. Texas; arrived Friday to visit at the Century of Progress. the restaurant
Incidentally we are, as. you will
men gods so did
Taylor and children.. Deloret and I Scoarrille. Ky
Sal.ab
Vance
Dugan.
state board Doctor Smith for the
Auburn Wells LS spending several spend a month with Mrs_ McCongarage- notice' In atit-iiritt today's paper,
Ilene. Mr. and Mrs.
IL Boggess.
of
health,
bureau foeds., trap MOLL
nell's parents, Mr. and Mrs_ M.
changing our play date policy. In
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Peak. and Mr. days with his parents. Mr. and D. Colton
on West Olive. Dr. hotels, was a visitor in Murray
order not to become contused as
Mrs. V. C. Wells North Fourth
and Mrs. Wert Aldgrson.
Scoreless
for
the
first
thr.ee
innMcConnell. pastor of the Etroedwa
sy Tuesday.
to what days the pictures play bear
. Mr. and Mrs. M. 11. Wells Islet street. -Hie will retties.to his sehoel Presbyterian. church
ings'
the
deadlock
was
broken
in
Miss Eva Grey Ward spent the
in Ft. Worth.
•in mind the following policy.
Lexingtoh in
about two
as their guest this week... Master near
the fourth with a pair of BlueIs popular in Murray where he week end in Paducah as guest fa
"Sunday and° Monday" we will
•
Marshall Shoemaker of .the Chil- weeks
bird
runs.
Parker
promptly re- show "Change
Miss Ann McElyst
of Heart", on "TuesMrs. 'Claude Brown and son. has often participated in come
drens and Orphans Home of Louistaliated
with a trio but the surg- day
Mrs. J. S. Tarver and daughter,
-mencement exercises at the college
and Wednesday", "Life of Verville. This • home is maintained Clifton. are visiting relatives in
Miss Clover Dale, Murfreesboro. ing Bluebirds tied it in the fifth. gie Winters", 'Thursday
occasions
local
filled
and
pulon
and Fri• by the First Christian Churches San Antonio. Texas. .
Tenn.. are visiting Mrs. Laura There it was knotted until the day", "Stamboul Quest",
Mr and Mrs. D. H. Marten have pits. Misses Anna Diltz and Juliet
and on
last of the eighth when the'Levy'
of the state of Kentucky.
Clopton
and
friends here.
Holton, who have been visiting
"Saturddr, a Western or action
Mrs 0. a Guerin and children returned to their home in Nettlepushed
over
the
winning
triarlitr.
B. 0. LangstOn. executive lathe
their sister. Mrs. Edward Sudhoff.
picture will be shown, the
first
and Con Guerin were in Paducah ton, Ark., after attending the
0 0 0 2 1 Of 0-3 being
YEARS from today, the gradNew York offices of the Ankrican Bluebirds
Buck Jones in "The Thrill
funeral of Mrs. Marten's brother. Cincinnati. returned home MonTuesdal, to a
Parker
0
e
_13
3
0
an
will e4seriott the- gift of
Comparry-. '
--arrtvedeverring
day
Sudhoff-Mrs.
tturiter-nconsay
ons
Atigtist
—Story;
Mrs. Guerin's father, Frank BoatThe Bank of Murray remained
for a few weeks vacation with
jewelry that bore our name
Cliftop •E. Morris, Mgr.
d daughter. Sue Nell of Paris, come here for a visit to her
Wrfght.S. Who remains in a ;serious
tightly
embedded
in the seventh
Lang,ston, relatives, and
parents in a week or so.
. Mrs.
• on the gift box. Our selecCapitol Theatre.
condition these-hillowing injury in Tenn. accompanied them home.
place when it lost to Sunburst 11
Miss Helen Esell left July 31 friends.
tions enable you to choose
_Widen Miller. ,.of Lynn Grove.
te
8.
The milk men scored in
(sir Dayton. Ky.,. where -She-Will -Miss Lottye Saner,. who teaches
the right item at a price that
Mrs. Orianda
every inning inita. she. sixth. The
di. Harris was admitted to thes-Keys-Houss
_"
l'easalry for 'SW opus-. Shier nurses training at Speer& Au- Taachers C441
e at 6141.111616. Bank started well with three in
conforrhs lottie einOunf you
Grove. is improving at the Kris:
Tenn.,
left
Wednesday with a party
Memorial Hospital.
Houston Hospital where sir under- tion.
the first but except for a single
wish to spend.
E. H. Spiceland Jr., Model, is a of friends for a trip through the
-Mrs W. R. gerry has returned
went an operation Sunday.
_
New Engalnd States. She expects marker in the third was held
EAST
ST..
patient
LOUIS,
the
-Houston
at
Keys
HosIll.,
itug.
8.'Mr. and Mrs. Cleburne Adams to' her home .in Morgaafield. Ky.,
scoreless until the seventh when .+U. S.D. AS-Hogs, receipts 7,pital following an automobile ac- to be gone about three weeks.
Wrist Watches, Rings, Vani•
and Mr and Mrs. Coy Robinson after speeding 10 days- with her
they made another one of their 009; 10 to
15o higher; pigs, !needy
cident
which
in
received
he
a
C.asea, gins- of- Leather,
spent Saturday in Smithland visit- parents. Mr. and Mrs. IL E. Kehlate-inning
tl_aat.sizong;-suleriWki. to *highl. while Mr Perry-was- away broken arm and leg...........
-Fountain Pen imd Pencil Sets
ing Mr. and Mit Laid Tracy.
ted four scores.
er:
istia
190
O.
Jennings
Mrs.
J.
returned
lbs.
-$
5.8505.45; top
Miss Jane Meiugin spent the on an agriculture tour •through
Bank
3 0 1 0 0 4-7 II PM: 110 to 180
Thursday from Lakeside. Ohio.
lbs. $0.1065.35;
week end in Mayfield as guest Eastern Kentucky.
Sunburst
3
2
3
1
.2
0
x-11
190
camping,
to
160
lbs. $4.5064.75; 130 to
mrs B. it sAtiftehester_ iyii.__ifrek. where _She- slimes& month.
of Miss Jane Cuvington.sr 1-40-1biL-$117/344:25; 100- to'_120 Ina,
on Lake Erie with Mr.
Hoye' -Pace. CSneirmati. Oiio rson, Tenn.ssis- on an extended srisit
*2.5003.40 light pigs down to
0.
J.
egr
e
Jennings.
Jr.
;
MT. and
t
eutsa
High
with
her
parents,
Mr. and Mrs.
will return to his work this week
•s-410-$2.00: bulk sows $4.0004.25.
Kerby Jennings and Charley JetsThis Week; Anther Battle end after spending several days R.de. Kendall while Rev. WinchesCattle, receipts 3,000; calves 2,sings. Mr. Jeriningssaremained in
for Lead On.
with his parents. Mr. an
Mrs. ter is away in a series of meet- Murray.
000: market opening slow but
ir.gs.
Ham Pace. near Kirksev
Here
is
a statement that I can steady on native steers: bidding
Mr and Mrs. Oury Lassiter, New
Standing of the Clubs
Edna McNutt was discharged
Mr. and Mrs. C. Hs Torreyson
positively make: There has never lower on cowstuff and
Concord, had as their guests last
bulls: vealWon Lest
have taken apartments at the from the Keys-Houston Hospital
been a theatre--1 don't care when. era unchanged. tap $5.50:
mixed
6
ednesictly where she -Wad -.been week =rid Mrs. -Aubrey Clark Model Cleaners
0
Higgins home on West-Main street
Where or how-that has ever pre- yearlings and heifers
and c
n. Aubrey.-- Jr . Mar- Jones Drug
steady, $3.50
5
for an operation_
1
sented
a
line-up
of
fi
attractions
Practical
.6.00:
top sausage bulls
4
3
W.'H. "Dub" Foster, graduate of guerite and 'Jimmy, and Mrs. Las- Vandevelde
"THE JEWELER"
such as we are featuring during $3.00;
nominal range slaughter
3
Murray State College, will 'leave siter's sister. Miss Mary Kennerly: Sunburst
3
Resell Drug
3
in about two weeks for the coech- all of Graham. Ky.
4
Herbert Wall. Jr.. Roswell. New Parker Garage
3
ing school in Northwestern Uni4
Mexico.
arrived
first
the
of
the
Bank
of
Murray
2
versity. Among the outstanding
0
coaches to direct the school, will week for a ten days visit with Bluebirds
6
his
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
it
E.
The ball games went back to
be Lou Little. Dick Hanley. footWall.
Mr.
Sr.
Wall is in the, high scoring the first two nights
ball coaches. and Dutch Lombard..
this week. Model Cleaners .kept
basketball.
Baseball. swimming. FrigicLitte business in Rissivell.
Walter C. Jetton of Paducah its slate clean by swamping Vanand intramural sports will also be
spent the week end with relatives develde 21 to 9 Monday. The
. taught
Plumbers faded further Tuesday
Alton Ross:a graduate of Hardin and friends here
T. J. Massey. of, Knight. is a night when they were overwhelmHigh' School. . will teach at Aurora
High School next year. He is a patient at the Clinic-Hospital for ed 31 to 22 by the Parker Greasers. The naedevelde team holds
senior in Merray State College the treatment of malaria.
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Horton of the doubtful distinction of scoring
Is there any form of entertainment that gives so much pleasure for sojittle money?
.where he has been a member of
Paducah
have
returned
home after the most runs in one inning and
Do
Get the Movie habit. Forget the hard knocks of today. Lose yourself in another
the Wilsonian Society. president
a
visit
with Mrs'. Horton's parents. then lose the game of any squad
of °Baptist Student Union. and the
world for a few pleasant hours. Your mind will be refreshed and you'll be better
in the league Trailing 21 to 10 In
college band. His major has been Mr. and Mrs J H, Dulaney.
fit
to fight battles of tomorrow.
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Dunn and Tuesday night's finale. Jenkins'
mathematics
children.
Freed'
Mae
and
Bobby
men
went
to
bat
and
whanged
The new pictures are the finest Hollywood has ever produced. Their quality is such
Dr. a Calvin Smith., M. D., Of
Gene, and Mr. Leonard Dunn. out an even dozen markers.
or Discard Them Just Be- the ° Mason Memorial
Hospital.
as to make almost a problem of which to see first.
were
in
Kenton.
Tenn..
Sunday
Rexall
alsodropped -a pair of
cause They Are D.Murray. Ky. ,' entertained
the
he bedside of their games this week, bowing to Jones
chapel assembly of Murray State attending
colored
,
'Cousin.
Mrs
Polly
'Dunn.
Potter, by one-run Monday night and
College Peaday morning. August
BRING THEM IN FOR
LAST SHOWING
who
passed
away at 2:20 P. M. beilui edged the same margin by
1.by singing popular. classical,
RE-DYEING
TONITE—
Sunday
the/ Bank Tuesday night itexan
and sacred-sobers:tons.
•
Jessie 0 Shelton end Lea Morris -and Bluebird each hve lost a
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Pace. Hardin.
number of close games.
are the parents of a boy born at were in Paducah Sunday.
Miss Margaret Overbey is visitAs the standing now is, Jones
the home last Wednesday night.
Mrs. Pace was formerry Miss Nell ing friends in Paris. Terms this _Drug ss close on the heels of the
week.•
Cleaners. Vandevelde, Sunburst,
•
!ream ,
in
Rosalind Crass has assumed her Resell. and Parker closely groupAcross from Ledger & Tithes
stAtie1.__OLAstaletarY._to_ Prof
around' the middle. the Bank feSmith. director of extension
drawing
nearer vhth improved
Miss Floy Rumfelt of Murray play and the Bluebirds trailing
Csn
ta ct Un'vk
has been in the Mason Hospital without a victory
w hat
thii week for treatment.
Fans who have been staying
woman 40
"
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Key and away on account of the loose
daughter. Martha Sue, spent the games are reassured that the boys_s.throoel • •
fotlove
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GIVE JEWELRY TO
THE GRADUATE

'Gifts
Worthy of
the Occasion

Livestock

MODEL TEAM KEEps.famous
IN NETBALL yiN

We're Telling the
World!

1141-B. BAILEY

FARMERS

FREE STORAGE for
YOUR WHEAT..
Highest Market Prices
Paid at All
Times
YNN GROVE MILLING CO.
Not Throw Those
WHITE SHOES
Away!

LET'S GO TO

A

1

THE MOVIES

0

1
DUTCH'S SHOE

0

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

Tuesday-Wednesday

Atm

W. C. FIELDS

SHOP

A

HARDING
BOIRS

—in—

"THE PLD
FASHIONED
'WAY"

1

BABY LEROY
JUDITH ALLEN

Ova if 474e/aPa;
g g"

Friday-Saturday
4t1i ifit

The Frigidaire 1934 has many, many
features over other lines:

••

1.

Delicious?
YES ... EVERY SLICE!
There is a sound reason why the demand
is growing for
AUNT BETTY'S- BREAD
—"PRY A LOAF TODAY—

Domed try Allred
Sewell hem the
story by Louis
Bromfield. A
PahdreS, Berman
Production

come in and let us explain these many advantages and you can
gee whY that a minicar
and a quarter More
homes use Frigidairc
than any other make of

Thursday-Friday

MYRNA LOY
GEORGE BRENT

_refrigerator.
,s artful hands
mode woman
Iseoun6lo ceder
... and to lanai

-WICKER FREEZING
AUTOMATIC

DEFROSTING

ACISS AND
MAKI-UP1

EC6NOMICAL
OPERATIO$1
EASY PAYMENTS and
FINANCING

Wr•

—in—
%la

And these
popular favorites!

L.a/ 0,6,Tampa

'CARY GRANT

PARKER BROS, BAKERY
—AURT RETTY'S BREAD—
"The Foundation of a Good

•

Meal"

GENEVIEVE TOBIN

JOHNSON--FAIN MUSIC CO.Old Postoffice Location

HELEN

7

JAMES

DUNN

GINGER

Stealing

asd No 1114 WAIPIS 11.IT STARS

Murray, Ky.

4
......••••••
1 41.••••••=1.114•11014

MACK

"""1 HORTON

ROGERS

love and happiness in an inspiring pictu• rization
of KATHLEEN NORRIS' "Manhattan Love Song"

"Stamboul
Quest"

_mom. •
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